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5. 
EVALUATION OF POINT-OF-PURCHASE ADVERTISING 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Advertising, with all its many phases, is big 
business. Conservative estimates for the year 1951 hover 
around a figure of six-billion dollars,--spent in promot-
ing the sale of this nation's products and services. Of 
this staggering sum, however, less than 10% is spent in 
the medium known as Point-of-Purchase Advertising. This 
is the medium, which according to its exponents, should 
be the end result of all other advertising. ' This is the 
point where all of the messages in the other media can be 
drawn together, combined, and welded into one final and 
innnediate stroke for sale. Why is this particular medium; 
if it is so undeniably important, so clothed with advan-
tages unavailable in other forms of advertising, neglected 
to a great extent by many advertisers, and entirely by 
others'? 
To attempt to evaluate the field of P.O.P. ad-
vertising, and to determine its specific place in the over-
all advertising picture at the present time, and in the 
foreseeable future, is the purpose of this thesis. 
Point-of-Purchase Advertising is so complex, so 
fraught with ramifications that for the most ~art, we shall 
6. 
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have to deal in generalities. It is. the least understood, 
the most controversial, and the least co-ordinated o~ all 
the ~orms o~ advertising. There is much disagreement as 
I 
to methods and procedures to be ~ollowed. The requirements 
o~ chain stores di~~er ~rom independents. Methods vary by 
type o~ product, and kind o~ store. Advertisers condemn 
the retailers ~or "wastingtt valuable display material, and 
the dealers censure advertisers ~or providing unsuitable 
material. Advertisers, retailers, agencies, and consumers,--
they all contribute to the disharmony and co~usion. But 
with all its ills, P.o.P. is surprisingly healthy, and is 
apparently rapidly expanding into an e~~ectual advertising 
medium. We shall endeavor to symptomize its ailments and 
examine its cures in the pages which follow • 
. To adequately cover the subject, the varying 
views o~ (1) the advertiser, (2) the retailer, and (3) the 
consumer-shopper, should be represented. A great deal o~ 
information is available on the subject, but much o~ it is 
either too narrow, or too comprehensive to be of much help 
beyond establishing certain trends and confirming known 
pre~erences. Most o~ it tended to underscore the reality 
and signif'i.cance of' store tra~f'ic and thus to rea~~irm the 
validity and usefulness of P.O.P. advertising, but contained 
little specific inf'ormation on how to create better displays 
or how to do a more effective merchandising job in the re-
tail outlet. 
7. 
In order to supplement and verify published 
material, the writer attempted, by means of informal 
interview to ferret out the opinions of numerous dealers 
in varying types of retail establishments. The extent of 
their co-operation indicated a keen interest in the problem 
of securing from the advertisers more acceptable P.O.P. 
material. As a result of talking with consumers at the 
market place, it seems to the writer that there is a grow-
ing immunity to all forms of advertising. Superlative 
claims and unrealistic copy have made the consumer indif-
ferent, if not antagonistic, in some cases, toward the ad-
vertiser's message. The challenge then, is for the adver-
tisers to create ads which are more believable, and at P.O.P. 
to make their display material less ttrun-of-the-mill.n 
8. 
II. HISTORY OF P.O.P. ADVERTISING 
Point-of-Purchase Advertising is as old as mer-
chandising itself. It was not until recently, that it has 
come to be considered as a separate advertising medium~ 
however. Probably the first known manufacturer-supplied 
material was in the form of attractive pictures on heavy 
paper distributed as a good-will gesture to retailers by 
certain manufacturers during the post Civil War period. 
The compliments of the advertiser were elaborately en-
scrolled on the face of the pictures, and they were hung 
in retail stores more for decorative purposes than any 
other. Around the turn of the century, when trade marking 
became a serious pursuit with many advertisers, they pro-
vided the dealers with cards featuring their particular 
trade mark or name. * At first, these were paint-process 
cards or simple lithographed cards, and they were used 
mainly to supplement displays of the merchandise. 
It could be readily seen, however, that if by 
effective display, progressive retailers could produce 
additional sales for the merchand.ise· shown, national adver-
tisers could likewise profit in increased sales for their 
own trade-marked products. The results were that adver-
tisers began supplying dealers with more and more display 
helps, and during that period, a reasonable proportion of 
* 3, PP• 41-43. 
9. 
it was used. The growth of advertised merchandise resulted 
in greater amounts of P.O.P. material reaching the retailer, 
and much competition for the,available space. As a conse-
quence, only those items considered by the retailer to be 
superior in many respects were used. There therefore.de-
veloped a greater display consciousness on the part of the 
advertiser with resultant progressively better displays. 
Retailers bad little time to devote to store J 
windows and as a consequence, they were neglected and 
such displays that were installed often remained too long, 
becoming unsightly. National advertisers, therefore, found 
it necessary not only to supply suitable display material, 
but also to arrange for its installation. They first re-
lied on the company's ovm salesmen, but this often proved 
unsatisfactory. It lowered their efficiency, and prevented 
proper coverage of their assigned territory. Secondly, 
they organized their own display crews. This proved rather 
costly and made the display job very intricate and bothersome 
to the manufacturer-advertiser. Th+rdly, they turned to 
professional installers. In many instances, this lowered 
the cost to the advertisers and eliminated much of the cum-
bersome detail involved in display installation. (As a 
matter of fact, display companies today often book tb~ win-
dows and guarantee a 10-days showing, having the dealers 
~ign an installation receipt. As an added service, they 
also often offer survey counts, etc.) 
10. 
• 
Before 1910, apparently .few manufacturers bothered 
to see whether such material was satisfactory and successful 
in operation. Since then, however, advertisers have become 
increasingly cognizant of the need for a definite linking-up 
and rounding-out of their campaign by means of properly 
planned dealer display. That there is much room .for im-
provement, however, is evident by the fact that as .far back 
as 1914, the largest national advertisers in the country had 
the .following composite attitude toward dealer display: * 
1. Display promotion was not recognized as an integral 
part. of advertising campaigns, but the desirability 
of dealer co-operation was recognized~ 
2. Material was supplied for dealers by all but 11% o.f 
these 300 large advertisers, but no records were kept 
beyond s~ipment of the material--usually to jobbers. 
3. Displays were usually worked out by the advertising 
manager, usually independently, but sometimes with 
agency co-operation. (At that time, there were no 
recognized display specialists in existence. "Win-
dow trimmingu was the only display art known.) 
4. No appropriations were made especially .for dealer 
display--it was just one of the etceteras charged 
up to advertising. 
* 1, PP• 219-222. 
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III. CURRENT STATUS OF P.O.P. 
A· Relationship to Other Media 
The main function of advertising is to inform, 
arouse interest and create a desire for a product or ser-
vice. The various media perform this function regardless 
of where the observer may be. The particular forte of 
P.O.P. lies in the fact that it performs its function right 
at the spot where the impulse to purchase may be acted upon. 
P.O.P. therefore, plays an increasingly vital part in todayts 
scheme of merchandising. 
The size and importance of P.O.P. advertising as 
a :medium is not fully understood even by many advertisin·g 
men. Since it does not involve a sale of advertising space, 
it is more difficult to measure total sums expended than is 
the case with other advertising mediums. Local or regional 
use of P.O.P. is particularly difficult to measure. Indi-
vidual companies, even though their expenditures in this 
medium are very large, are usually reluctant to make the 
total figures available for competitors to read. As 
previously stated, current estimates place the amount ex-
pended for P.O.P. material at slightly less than 10% of 
total advertising expenditures, or.in the vicinity of $500 
to $600 million annually. * Tbis figure includes total 
' preparation costs, transportati·on, and installation of P.O.P. 
* 34, pp. 27-31. 
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material. By volume, this would mark P.o.P. very definitely 
as a major medium, slightly under Magazines, T.V., Radio, and 
Direct Mail, but much larger than Outdoor and Business Publi-
cation advertising. * Some feel that this is far too little 
for those few who flood the dealers with unwanted P.O.P. 
material. But, among the 14,000 national or sectional adver-
tisers, only about 10% are said to do a half-decent P.O.P. 
job. And nearly all of these do not do half the job that 
they could. ** 
P.o.P. is flexible enough to serve the opportunities 
of a single. store, or if necessary to blanket all of the 
28,000 neighborhood shopping centers in the country. With-
out including outdoor posters and signs, P.o.P.A..I.#estimates 
that 16% of the average expenditure of 11 several hundred lead-
ing national advertisers" is now devoted to Point-of-Purchase 
advertising. In soft drinks, it finds that the P.O.P. part 
runs from 40 to 55%. In cosmetics, 30 to 5o%. Food special-
ties, 26 to 45%. Beer, 25 to 30%. Liquor 20 to 40%. Drugs, 
15 to 25%. Food staples 10 to 20%. And meat, 10 to 16%. *** 
# The Point-of-Purchase Advertising Institute. 
* 14, PP• 43-4. 
** 15, PP• 76-89. 
~!-** ibid. 
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You may question the foregoing figures and show 
that they exclude home and automoti~e products, apparel, 
soap, and cigarettes where P.O.P.'s.proportion is lower. 
Probably a better over-all picture is shown by Table I com-
piled as a result of answers given to the question: nWb.at 
' percentage of your total advertising bueget do you allot to 
dealer display material ?r' Fifty-three nleadingn national 
advertisers responded. The average investment shown by 
the table is 13% which is higher than the accepted esttmate 
for all industry of 9 to 10%. It might be noted that whereas 
this poll was an attempt at a cross section of leading adver-
tisers, questionnaires were returned only by those who had 
experience in P.o.P. in the past. 
B. Relationship to Merchandising 
The trend current appears to be a greater recog-
nition on the part of many advertisers as to the value of 
P.o.P. in their advertising campaigns. 
As an example~ we quote herewith from the famous 
Progressive Grocer's 1947 survey. * In answer to the ques-
tion nwill your store use more, less, or the same amount of 
display material in the future?rt--1,247 food dealers through-
out the country answered as follows: 
?{· 7. 
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TABLE I 
Percentage of total Advertising Budget Alloted to P.O.P. 
% A.lloted No. of Respondents 
5% or Less • • • • • • • • • 22 
6-10% • • • • .. 15 
11-15% • • • • • • • 5 
16.-20% • • • • • • • 3 
21-25% • • • • • 2 
26-30% • • • 2 
3:)..-35% • • • 0 
36-40% • • • 1 
41-45% • • • • • 1 
46-50% • • • .. • • • 1 
51% or more • • • • • • • 1 
53 
SOURCE: Printersr Ink, March. 31, 1950, pp. 33-35. 
Article: "Keener Oon;1petiti'on for Display 
Space Puts Burden on Salesmen to Get It.tt 
15. 
More Less ~ 
-
All Stores 65% 2% 33% 
Self Service Stores 71% 2% 27% 
Counter Service Stores-53% 1% 46% 
The face value of these figures is of course, 
questionable. You might well point out that the designa-
tion ttMorett gives no indication as to how much more, and 
in addition, particularly in the case of self-service 
stores, the original base figure was probably quite low. 
You may also feel that if the results had proven disadvan-
tageous, they would not have been quoted by P.O.P. adver-
tising adherents. However~ taken in itselr, the survey 
would seem to indicate an upward swing in regard to P.O.P. 
use. 
It is quite generally known that for years, the 
Coca-Cola Company has spent more than :five million dollars 
annually in P.O.P. General Foods is now well over the mil-
lion mark. ?:- In fact, so important does the Coca-Cola 
Company consider window and store displays that they train 
every salesman carefully in the systematic placing of 
displays in every retail store on Which they call. A 
section of the Coca-Cola merchandising plan stresses the 
value of store displays in increasing sales volume. A 
Vice-President of the Coca-Cola Company (of which there 
r 
are many) is said to have remarked recently, that if only 
~n5, PP. 76-89 
l6. 
l7 
one advertising medium could be ret$-ined by his company, that 
would be P.o.P. advertising. * 
A number of.new products have started out selling 
successfully with the use o:f P.o.P.,advertising alone; and 
then, a:fter building up s~zeable distribution and sales, have 
added other_advertising mediums to their programs. The bever-
n n u n 
ages, Pepsi-Cola and 7-up , are good examples o:f this. 
Hershey 1 s chocolate bars for 25 years, have relied 
entirely on P.o.P. advertising and have built-up the largest 
volume in the world in the candy field. They n~ver have added 
any other advertising mediums. 
P.o.P. advertising is an outstandingly effective 
medium :for use by advertisers whose: distribution is not nation-
wide; because it functions exactly where there is distribution, 
and exactly where the product can be purchased. This elimi-
nates considerable waste which is emcountered in national maga-
zine advertising, for inst"ance; where the rates are based on 
coverage of every important market in every state. 
Dealers want advertising assistance and their co-
operation can be secured ii' they are offered the kind of dis-
play material they want. A dealer is primarily interested in 
his oyrn store. He is not interested in merely pushing sales 
for any particular advertiser. But • he is interested in in-~ 
! 
i 
creasing his volume, his turnover, and his profit. It is his 
store, and his window, and he has complete veto power as to 
*34, pp.27-31 
which displays Will or.will not be used. He deserves the 
advertiser's careful study and utmost consideration, be-
cause he alone makes the personal contacts which can con-
vert prospects into ultimate consumers of the product at 
Point-of-Purchase. 
18. 
IV. POINT OF PURCHASE MATERIAL 
A. Definition and Description 
Strictly speaking, Point-of-Purchase is the point 
where the customer goes to satisfy her needs to buy; and 
Point-of-Sale is the point when she makes the selection of 
the product--actually puts her cash down, and is sold. * 
Most advertisers, however, consider the terms as synonymous, 
and that is how they Will be treated herein. 
Point-of-Purcpase material is that which is designed 
to appear at the retail outlet, to stimulate the sale of a 
product which advertising in other media has previously en-
deavored to persuade the shopper of her desire for the prod-
uct and to impel impulse buying. Actually, any form of in-
store promotion, such as store broadcasting, special pro-
motions, samples, etc., can, in its broader sense, be con-
sidered Point-of-Purchase advertising. Even the labels or 
wrappers on cans and packages, are strictly speaking, serving 
the P.o.P. advertising function. 
Point-of-Purchase material is a semanticist's dream 
term. TQ a lithographer, it means any multi-colored lith-
ography·, suitably mounted on heavy paperboard. To a display 
case manufacturer it is either wood or plastic, or metal 
. , . 
display case, depending upon which type of material he pre-
fers. To a package designer, it is his latest box, bag, or 
barrel. 
?a3., PP .. 23-4. 
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But to advertising in general, it is any means of advertising 
goods and/or services af the point where the sale i.s made. * 
In the trade, P.O.P. material is usually classified 
by its intended location in the retail outlet, e.g. floor, 
counter, shelf, window, or wall. In regard to printed matter, 
displays are multi-colored cards motu~ted on heavy cardboard, 
cut to various sizes and shapes and a:re designed to support 
themselves in standing. Dispensers and baskets serve to hold 
a quantity of the product and permit r~ady self/selection on 
the part of the consumer. Posters hang wherever convenient,-
on the wall, in the window, or over a wire. Printed material 
is designed for temporary use up to six months. Fixtures are 
20. 
of the permanent or semi-permanent variety and are manufactured 
from metal, wood, plastic or other durable material. Their 
purpose is the same as for printed material--to push the prod-
uct in the retail store. The difference lies in their intended 
longevity, and relative cost. 
·By far the bulk of P.o.P. material is in the form 
of printed matter, and the majority of this is printed by the 
Lithograph process. # The ~ollowing illustrations depict 
recent lithographed ~.o.P. pieces. You have probably seen 
# For a discussion on P.O.P. printing processes, refer to 
the section entitled. 11 Production Methodsn, page 89 • 
* 22, pp. 37-41. 
many of them in the various retail outlets. These illus-
trations ~re included here as an intended aid in the under-
standing of P.o.P. terminology. They have been selected, 
not necessarily because they are the best and most effective 
pieces ever produced, but rather because they, and the prod-
ucts advertised, should be familiar to all of us, and con-
sequently of more immediate interest. 
-~OS/' 
CEREALS 
A DIE CUT DISPLAY PIECE 
21. 
22. 
\\t\"tlt Cookie J/fr 
FOR TOLL HOUSE. COO"IES 
-" 
A COUNTER "JUMBLE" BASiillT 
23 . 
A FLOOR STAND 
24. 
EK./OY 
H or NESTLEs 
A COUNTER CUTOUT 
WINDOW OR WALL POSTERS 
~ 
FOR 
SUMMER~ HAZARDS 
--
. pOISOIIIYY 
lldiCI'IIIII 
A COUNTER DISPENSER 
.. 
e spraying 
lasts all season 
will not stain 
A COUNTER DISPLAY 
ro 
CJl 
• 
A 
A GIANT PACKAGE 
WINDOW DISPLAY 
ro 
(j) 
• 
B. Inte.~;Lor Store Display 
1.. :M:AJOR USES: 
As previously mentioned, the principal difference 
between the various specific types.Df ~.o.P. material is in 
the intended use and location. However, in many instances, 
a particular piece may serve a variety of uses. That is, in 
some stores, it may be featured in the window, in others, on 
the floor, while a few merchants may prefer to display it on 
the counter. They are often interchangeable as to location. 
Following is a condensed listing of some of the major uses 
of window and in-store displays: * 
a. To picture the product or package. 
b. To picture the advertiser's line of products. 
c. To show the product in use, or a variety of uses. 
d. To lift the product to eye-level. 
e. To dramatize the product by showing it in giant size. 
f. To show improvements in the new over the old product. 
g. To emphasize color scheme, shape, or size. 
h. To sell related items. 
i. To feature a regular or special price. 
j. To present a list .of selling points. 
k. To serve as a store decoration. 
. 1. To announce a sale or premium: offer. ''" ,,, 
m. To show a cross-section or interior view of the product. 
n. To stimulate impulse buying, 
* 24, PP• 36-38. 
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Because of its versatility, P.O.P. material often 
tempts the advertiser to crowd in too many ideas, with the 
result that no point stands out impressively. Like each 
piece of copy in an advertising campaign, P.O.P. material 
should be designed as a single unit, carrying its own mes-
sage, and doing a specific job. It should tell its story 
quickly, give good reason for buying, and not serve merely 
to glorify the product it pushes instead of doing a selling 
job. 
In addition to its main objective of increasing 
sales in the retail store, anqther objective of P.O.P. 
material, frequently overlooked is the fact that it is 
often regarded by manufacturers as sales tools to be used 
by the salesmen to help obtain a merchandise order. Many 
advertisers insist upon a minimum quantity purchase before 
providing dealer helps. 
2. PREFERRED TYPES OF P.O. P. M!TERIAL: 
The window, of course, leads the rest as the ad-
vertiserts favorite spot for his particular display. The 
counter is strongly favored second, with a coveted position 
being location near the cash register, appropriate, how-
ever, for only a few products. Floor and island displays 
have shown an increase that has kept pace with the rapid 
development of the self-service store. * 
* 31, pp. 310-11. 
28. 
29. 
Window displays, however, are limited because usually 
there are only a few windows--sometimes only one or two--
while inside the store there is room for a wide variety of 
merchandising displays. Fixtures and displays which stand 
upon the floor or on the counter, which hold and dispense 
merchandise on a self-service basis, form the main portion 
of the selling effort in most modern stores. These are 
often supplemented by counter and floor merchandisers which 
usually display merchandise, tell the sales points, invite 
inspection, and provide the customer with the information 
needed to arrive at the decision to buy. 
A floor stack ( a display of the merchandise it-
self in piles or stacks can be profitable to a retailer 
for several reasons. In the first place, it almost in-
variably steps up the sale of items, particularly impulse 
items. Secondly, it is a big help in selling related items. 
Also, it gets the merchandise off the shelf, and if it is 
a new item, will help to introduce it faster. 
Most druggists will tell you that the kind of 
display they like best is the type from which the customer 
will self-select a toothbrush, razor blades, etc., without 
any clerk selling at all. Many items are bought almost en-
tirely on impulse. # 
# Refer to section on Impulse Buying, page 109 • 
Sales-minded merchants s~rategically locate 
their demand items in such a way as to flow the demand 
traffic past as many displays of impulse merchandise as 
possible. Store reminder display advertising is particu-
larly effective when used in this vein. In this classi-
fication are such display items as shelf tapes with their 
selling message, lighted cash register signs, wall plaques, 
banners, calendars, advertising clocks, back-bar festoons, 
and others that call attention to merchandise or services 
that cannot always be displayed on counters, such as ice 
cream, etc. * 
Table II which follows shows the order of prefer-
ence for display material in self-service grocery stores. 
The survey is considerably condensed. Many more items were 
listed, but we have included only the more common types. It 
is interesting to note that the preferences for self-service 
groceries is quite different than for other classifications 
of retail outlets. In drug store, for instance, dispensing 
containers, window displays, and counter displays would 
rank high on the list. This would ~lso hold true to a great 
extent for counter service grocery stores. The self-service 
groceries, particularly the super-markets have further com-
plicated the complex field of P.O.P. advertising with their 
own scale of preferences which in many cases is contrary to 
the norm .. 
* 40. 
30. 
TABLE II 
Order o:f Preference :for Display Materials 
In Self-Service Grocery Stores 
Kind Use Regularly Use Occasionally 
Wall Posters 57% 22% 
Tuck-in Cards 43% 37% 
Shelf' Strips 41% 30% 
Floor Display Cards 40% 39% 
Floor Dispensers 37% 47% 
Window Posters 37% 40% 
Over-wire Banners 33% 33% 
Dispenser Containers 20% 46% 
Window Displays 19% 37% 
Counter Displays 12% 28% 
Not Use 
21% 
20% 
29% 
21% 
16% 
23% 
34% 
24% 
44% 
60% 
SOURCE: ttWb.at Store Display Material Food Dealers Will 
Editors of Progressive Grocer magazine 
New York. l947. 
31. 
3. DESIRABLE RE~DISI~ES FOR P.O. P. Wl._TERIAL: 
To be truly effective, a top-flight merchandise 
display piece should encompass most or all of the following 
qualifications: 
a. It must require a minimum of display space. Whereas 
retail space is at a premium, it is apparent that advertisers 
will have to use some method other than size to make their 
P.O.P. material eye-catching. Displays should be moderate 
or even relatively small in size. Many sizes are mentioned * 
as being preferable. Among them: ll x 14 11 ~ 12 x l8n, 18 x 
24n. While these should not be taken as standard sizes, 
they give an idea of the degree of smallness of the dis-
play merchants have in mind. 
On the other band, however, for many years, some 
advertisers labored under the mistaken opinion that any 
counter display measuring over twelve inches in width would 
be unacceptable. Johnson and Johnson exploded that theory 
with one measuring 24 inches which achieved marked success 
and acceptance from the dealers. ** From a reproduction 
point-of-view, lithographers can produce P.O.P. material 
of any size which would be acceptable to the retailers. 
As a general rule, however, size is probably the major 
factor in acceptability of P.O.P. material. All available 
..>,} 10, pp.36-8. 
?H<-13, pp. 23-4. 
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evidence points to a nthe smaller the better" attitude on 
the part of retailers. Far more desirable it would be for 
the advertiser to have his smaller piece displayed in all 
retail outlets, than his larger piece in but a few. 
Rowen ->f complains that 11Manufacturers do not 
consider chain store interests when they prepare promotion-
al material for this categbry. All too often, they don't 
realize that Chain Store selling is geared to self-satis-
faction by the customer. Displays are frequently not of 
standard size, making them impractical, and too outstand-
ing for Chain Store counters. Standard size is essential, 
design is secondary. tt Generally, any display which is 
acceptable to the chains in regard to size, Will be ac-
ceptable to independent outlets, although the reverse of 
this is not true. 
b. It must be of high quality and in good taste. Due to 
a general tendency to"restrict size of display pieces as 
described in the preceding section, display manufacturers 
must use other means of attracting and holding consumer 
attention. The dealers want colorful, higti-quality types 
of P.O.P. material. They would prefer, in some cases, motion 
and third-dimensional displays. They want durability, and 
they want uclass 11 • All this,' at the expense of as little 
counter, floor, window, or wall space as possible. Repro~ 
*26, pp.37+ 
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duction of costly artwork is not necessary, but the material 
should be attractive a~d as unique as.is practical ?O that 
it may stand out in the crowd, but at•the same time be not 
' 
unduly detracting from the material of other advertisers. 
Above all, it must be functional. In'many instances, man-
ufacturer's displays, though masterpieces of artwork and 
printing, correct in size, color and ~ubject matter do not 
fit into the promotion policy of particular stores. .]:!; G- • 
. ' 
many stores definitely refuse 
u u . 
cheesecake displays. Most 
stores, especially the larger ches, consider themselves as 
' 
institutions in their communities, and every thing they use 
is judged on the basis of an established standard. 
c. It must be desigp.ed for a specif!ic type outlet. If the 
display is designed and confined to a particular line of 
stores, e.g. department stores, and not duplicated in drug 
·and grocery stores, it would be more ~avorably received by 
retailers. That the Coca-Cola ·company is cognizant of this 
ttsnobbishness 11 among dealers is indicated by the .fact 
that in many instances, the color scheme of their dis-
play material is varied according to type of retail out-
let for which it is ultimately destin~d. Often, the 
major portion of the illustration is ~he same, but the 
background colors are changed, i.e. a,blue background 
for drug stores and a red background for groceries. 
There must be concessions to dealer individuality. 
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The Wildroot display piece shown herewith is an excel-
lent illustration of the point in question. The display 
featuring the packages is for drug store consumption, and 
the display showing the barber pole, is of course, for 
barber shop Windows. Here, ·the original artwork was 
changed, not the background colors, as Wildroot's con-
tribution to the problem of providing economical attrac-
tive display material, designed for, particular types of 
retail outlets. 
d. It should help build related sales. One recent de-
velopment in P.O.P. display material which has met With 
enthusiastic dealer response is the tendency to feature 
related items whi.ch are apt to be purchased together. One 
such, with very successful reported results was the recent 
grouping and displaying at one point in grocery stores of 
the various ingredients needed for baking a home-made pie. 
Another was the grouping and displaying together at one 
point in a drug store, a number of items which most ex-
pectant mothers were sure to need and want. Increased 
sales are said to have proved to all concerned, the wisdom 
of this type ~f P.O.P. merchandising. * 
Sidney ~ohnson of Nabisco, as a result of four 
months analysis of P.O.P. material says; *~~ 11It proved beyond 
* 34, pp.27-3l. 
** 20, pp.28-9. 
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WILDROOT WINDOW DISPLAY FOR BARBERSHOPS - FOR DRUG STORES 
a shadow of a doubt that material. most helpful in pro-
moting sales of our brands is ~lso helpful to the food-
store operator. in .selling related foods. I think we in 
industry should constantly remind ourselves that house-
wives buy in terms of meals, but too often, as manufac-
turers, we sell in terms of brands. In fact, we were 
highly encouraged to learn that 74% of the food store 
operators questioned reported that related item displays 
II produced better sales results than any other type. 
Of course, not all products lend themselves to 
sensible related item advertising at P.o.P.; but some of 
the combinations which have been worked out and have been 
reported as having proven successful, have been interest-
ing indeed. For example, there was the Canada Dry Ginger 
Ale display during the summer of 195+ teaming up with 
Quaker Oats, suggesting ginger ale as a pleasant summer-
time beverage with oatmeal cookies and vice versa. * 
The Nestle 1 s,-Ralston-Welch display shown below 
is also an excellent example of the type of related item 
advertising which Mr. Johnson had in mind. 
Related selling in haberdasheries and in the men's 
departments of retail stores was analyzed by Cluett, Peabody 
and Company.· Over 300,000 sales checks were analyzed, and 
* 30~ p.66. 
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-----.,...._ 
RELATED MERCHAl~DISE displays such as 
this Nestle Ever Ready cocQ_a-=.:IJ:appy Breakfast" 
promotion are of '.the "altrruisJ~c"' type, which 
have wi~e, ~ccepta:hce, in to.day's, .~?o~ .p.:t::'rkfts . . .,:?"'~ 
-~--~-....... ~----·- .: .. -- - - .......-J. .. ., •..•. l .• 
Source for illustration: * 
the results were very disheartening. Only 20 neckties on an 
average were being sold to every one-hundred shirt customers 
in department stores and about 30-100 in ments stores. Only 
4 handkerchiefs were being sold to every hundred shirt cus-
tomers in both types of stores. But the sales were amazing 
'When Cluett, Peabody grouped and displayed in one place their 
ties, shirts, and handkerchiefs, th~t were styled together. 
Sales of all three items jumped up rapidly. Dealers sudden-
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ly began to sell 60 ties and 45 handkerchiefs to every hun-
dred customers who bought the featured shirt. Sales jumped 
to 3 times as many neckties, and increased eleven-fold on 
handkerchiefs. * 
e. It should show prices. Note in above related-item dis-
play the fact that each display piece has a blank area with 
a ¢ sign for price to be filled in by dealer. Most dealers, 
and practically all consumers favor the featuring of prices 
on P.o.P. material. This is an especial ttmust 11 :in stores 
which are exponents of the self-service form of merchandis-
ing. A few of the retailers who lean toward personalized 
selling dissent, however, stating that without price, consumer 
interest is often created and the customer can then be sold 
by the clerks who have the opportunity to bring out many of 
the sales features of the product impossible to include on 
the display itself. This retailer attitude is rapidly fading 
into oblivion, it would appear. In the Progressive Grocer 
Survey previously quoted~ ** 94% of the food merchants gave an 
rt 
emphatic ttYes 11 to the question: Should display material have 
room for the price of the product?tt Most manufacturers are 
today cognizant of dealer and consumer preferences in this re-
gard and either make provision to leave a blank space, or in 
the case of ufair-traded 11 items, print the price on the P.O.P. 
* 9, pp.lS-19. 
** 10, pp.36-8. 
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material. 
f. If a dispenser, it should hold sound merchandising quan-
ti ties and have a reserve compartment·. Dealers inter-
viewed revealed an apparent consumer reluctance to take either 
the first or the last item of a group being displayed. Pos-
sibly this stemmed from a feeling on the part of some shoppers 
that in the event of a full display card or dispenser, the prod-
uct was not moving well and therefore must be inferior. Some 
merchants stated that other consumers believe that the display 
is for display purposes only and should not be disturbed. In 
the case where the dispenser has only pne item remaing there-
, 
in, the shopper often thinks that the particular item is from 
old stock and she'll wait until the new stock comes in. (And 
who wants to take the old maid, anyway?) Aggressive dealers 
overcome these consumer idiosyncracies by keeping tpe displays 
and dispensers partially filled at all times. A reserve com-
partment within the display or dispenser makes for easy and 
rapid reloading and helps curtail the possibility of having 
the dealer 1 s stock scattered in several sections throughout 
the store. 
g. It should permit easy self-service. # Display material 
which can actually be used with the merchandise, and which can 
be picked up by the customer is most practical and beneficial. 
The importance of the impulse factor in P.O.P. merchandising 
# Refer to section on Self-Service Marketing Trend, page 1.12. 
cannot be overemphasized. So-called 11 jumbleu baskets which 
give· just the proper feeling of casualness are very popular 
with merchants in stimulating impulse sales. Display cards 
holding a small quantity of such common everyday items as 
combs~ razor blades~ sun glasses, etc., get these items off' 
the dusty shelf and neatly display them on the counter at 
the customer's eye level. Counter and floor dispensers with 
their own built-in cardboard shelves are a real ttpusheru for 
cosmetics, drugs, and candy. A cursory examination of the 
interior of any neighborhood drug store will show a multi-
tude of P.o.P. dealer helps featuring a nd dispensing for 
easy self-service, the product itself. Some are colorful, 
some are clever, some are plain and ordinary, but all are 
extremely practical and a great aid in boosting retail sales. 
Dealers with whom the writer talked were unanimous in their 
enthusiasm for this type of P.O.P. material. Indications 
are that it is the most preferred of all types. 
h. Aboye all, it must be designed for a specific purpose. 
As previously stated, P.O.P. material is often interchange-
able in regard to particular store location. However, most 
pieces are designed, a nd this is as it should be, for a 
specific purpose. A window piece would not often prove satis-
factory as a counter display and vice versa. By the same 
token, there would be little utility value in displaying in 
the window, a floor dispenser piece designed to promote 
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I 
I 
consumer sel~-select{on. Oftentimes, the advertisers, py 
I 
I 
means o~ reduc.tions and enlargements from the same artwbrk 
can effect in production, display pieces of varying siz~s 
designed for different interior locations, utilizing t1e 
same general theme. I 
a good "c )leek List 11 for use in designing P. 0 ·jp. 
material would include many of the following points: * 1 
I 
I • 
1. Is it designed to sell merc)landise or merely to ,launt 
artistic merit? . I 
I 
2. Has fut been de~initely designed around some sell~g 
! 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 .. 
10. 
I idea? I 
Does it tell a complete story? 
Is the copy brief? 
Is it in good taste? 
Is the construction simple? 
Is it designed to tie-in with a special 
within the store? 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
promotioJ 
I 
i 
Is it of relatively standard type_and size? I 
If it is mechanical, does the mechanical element[ 
I 
d . d . I focus attention on the merchan ~se, an not on i~self? 
Does it enumerate specific selling points to sim~lify 
I 
the sales clerk's selling job? 
~Eo 25, pp~ 27-8. 
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~though no single technique can be said to fit 
all cases~ and no method meets the requirements of every 
retail outlet, much progress toward effective use of dis-
plays is apparently being made through serious application 
of certain guides such as the check list detailed above. 
Due to product differences, manufacturers may continue to 
a rgue the relative merits of shelf strips versus floor 
stands, counter cards versus wall posters, etc., but all 
will agree on the value of an altruistic approach. Adver-
tisers must put their feet in the retailers 1 shoes and not 
insist on the promotion of their particular brand to the 
exclusion of others. But through it all, of course, one 
fact is predominant--an advertiser's display piece may 
violate any and all rules or guid~s if it will sell merchan-
dise, and he can prove it. 
C. Window D~spia:y: 
Formerly considered as the 11Window Display Medium,u 
probably 75% of today's advertising expenditures at P.o.P. 
are now for in-store display. * However, window display is 
often considered in a slightly separate category from interior 
display~ and for a more comprehensive;analysis, that is how 
we shall break it down here. 
* 6. 
43. 
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An attractive window is a must for the progressive 
retailer~ It is an influential factor in the marketing struc-
ture, being at the same time both a selling and an advertising 
mechansim. It works for the mutual a~vantage of the adver-
tiser and the retailer. It bas two :functions--a primary one 
of P.O.P. advertising, and a secondary one of delivery of 
market coverage for the advertiserts message. * In effect, 
it is an animated billboard showing n?t only the uses of the 
product, but it labels that store in whose window it appears 
as a place where the product can be purchased. Often, window 
displays are viewed by persons who never enter the store. 
That in itself should not be considered a failing of the dis-
play, but should be judged in the light of increased adver-
tising coverage. 
The average cost of an individual window display 
today is about $2.00, and the average cost of installation is 
perhaps $3.00. ?r* But the display becomes valuable, o:f 
course, only in terms of use and circulation •. Frederick L. 
Wertz, President of Window Advertising, Inc., has made a long 
a nd careful study of the ncirculation valuett of window dis-
play advertising, and he points out that its cost per thousand 
impressions is much lower than any other advertising medium. 
This has been proven by actual count of passers-by who stop 
to read, and of. shoppers who go into the store. 
~k 43. 
**15, pp. 76-89 .. 
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A recent survey * of the window display adver-
tising of a large department store r~vealed that in one week, 
during the hours the store was open, .the foot traffic past 
the storets windows exceeded the total population of the 
townts marketing area. This fact se~ms rather irrelevant, 
but the survey goes on to state that 45% of all the passing 
traffic stopped and looked at the windows,-(tpis is presum-
ably counting babies in carriages, and the vain who paused 
to observe their own reflection)--then 40% went inside. Pos-
sibly a large percentage of those whd entered the store after 
viewing the window intended to enter anyway. It is extremely 
difficult to get a qualitative analysis in a survey of this 
type. 
According to one authority,*;~ merchants who are 
careful to measure the sales results of their store window 
displays, know that properly planned windows can attain bet-
ter than 50% readership and produce as much as 75% of the 
sales of the item displayed even if otherwise unadvertised. 
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Despite the seeming overambitio~sness of the foregoing claims, 
it must be admitted that attractive windows are a decided 
asset to a retail outlet. One Sales Manager*** suggests 
that the windows are worth 25% of a store t s rent. 
* 34, PP• 27-31. 
?H~ 40. 
?'-*~·1 7' p. 53 • 
Wertz?!- speaks in the following gloWing terms, "A 
window display is an advertisement that is three-dimensional 
with an opportunity to display the actual product. It can 
be used exactly where it is needed most. It is in full color, 
lighted, and it is exposed to every person passing by on the 
street; and it is never covered up. It is all of the fore-
going, even if it were placed in a vacant store. But when it 
is placed in a store where the product displayed is for sale, 
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it is the only medium that exposes your advertising to the 
customer at the same time it offers 'the opportunity to purchase." 
Window display adherents claim that a good window 
dis.play in a good store will be seen by more pe:bple in its 
locality than can be reached in that neighborhood by any 
other combination of media available. Life Magazine, with 
the largest circulation of any magazine in America, approxi-
. mately 5-1/2 million copies, reache.s only about 12% of the 
families in any given town. Yet in many towns or neighbor-
hoods, a window display in the drugstore window or in the 
supermarket will be seen by better than half of the people 
in the town in two weeks.** 
For the most part, windo~ display ttcirculationu 
depends on the movement of unear-sideu pedestrians. Because 
of reflection, and other factors, the view of motorists and 
* 34, pp~ 27-31 
** 40. 
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far-side pedestrians is considered unsatisfactory. Much re-
' 
search bas been done by various organizations on window dis-
play ucirculationtt but as with surveys on outdoor billboard 
circulation, the value of the findings is sometimes question-
able. The extent of the mental impression is difficult to 
measufe accurately. However, tbis criticism is common of 
all forms of advertising as well. 
When the A~vertising Research Foundation was 
launched in 1936, its first major ta,sk wa s a survey of 
11Window Display Circulation and Market Coverage. 11 This re-
mains one of the few authoritative national reports on the 
selection and verification of the facts studies. Briefly, 
the study analyzed 17~000 stores in 19 cities, ranging in 
population from 15,000 to 300,000. It showed, for instance, 
that 52 window displays in Providence, R.I. (pop. then 250,000) 
with controlled distribution in all business districts, pro-
duced a daily ttcirculationn of 135,200, and a seven-day week-
ly circulation of 946,400. Only pedestrian passersby on the 
near sidewalks were included. Projected from the study, the 
nnormaltt coverage in all cities of 10,000 population or more--
with 60 million combined city, and 100 million combined trad-
ing area population--require l7,904'displays and reaches 
weekly 208 million people.* 
,.1~ 15, pp. 76-89. 
SOURCE: 
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FOUR BASIC TYPES OF WINDOWS FOR DISPLAY 
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Island Window - 4 Sides 
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Center Window - 3 Sides 
Chord, Jack T. "Window Dis:J?lay Manual." Display 
WorldPublishing Co. Cincinnati, Ohio. 1931. 
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Wertz believes the .A,.R.F. findings to be as valid 
now as then. In fact, he states that more recent checks show 
that for 80% of' the stores covered, the estimate was less 
than the actual count. He further states that a 6 x 7 foot 
window display, six feet from the eye is 2-1/2 times as nbig 
an eyefultt as a full page magazine ad 18 inches from the eye. 
In Philadelphia, for example, 340 window displays for one 
week provide 6,850,000 circulation at a cost for materials 
and installation of less than $2.00. This works out to a 
cost per 1M circulation of 25 to 30 cents.* 
A decade ag·o, the big cigarette C?mpanies had their 
salesmen set up displays regularly in 20,000 to 30,000 upre-
ferredtt windows--paying the dealers usually in- cartons of 
cigarettes in proportion to their traffic value. But then 
the Robinson-Patman nanti..-discriminationtr act forbade them 
from giving some dealers what they could not give all. These 
50. 
companies had, and still have, more than one million outlets. 
Today, the cigarette advertisers u~e about 15,000 windows, un-
bought• Such multi-type-outlet products as razors and hair 
\ 
preparations regard 12,000 to.l5,000 as tt.fulltt display cover-
age. Drug products usually seek 7,500 to 10,000; and hardware, 
* 15, pp. 76-89. 
~H~ ibid. 
To summarize b~fore proceeding to the next section, 
the value of window display and the degree of its effect upon 
the buying public, as in the case of interior store display, 
is disputable. It is probably grossly exaggerated by its 
proponents, and greatly underestimated by many. As more sur-
veys of increasingly accurate methods and interpretation are 
made, we will be better able to determine the particular 
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niche in the marketing structure it shoUld rightfully occupy. 
There is little doubt that good P.O.P. material effectively 
displayed contributes to sales increases for the particular 
product. The extent of the contribution is the unknown factor. 
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V. TESTING P.O.P. 1UlTERIAL 
A. Pre-testing for Acceptance 
In the last decade, has come a growing conscious-
ness of the need for improved research techniques to measure 
in advance the effectiveness and acceptance of P.O.P. material 
and for planned procedures to distribute the display material. 
The old charge that a large percentage of display material is 
wasted seems no longer justified where and when modern methods 
are used. 
Pre-testing P.O.P. material with the trade has its 
difficulties. Many advertisers report that they check With 
very few dealers--just enough to make sure that they do not 
make any serious mistakes in regard to size, color, etc. As 
a rule, however, the advertisers avoid consulting very many 
dealers because that leads to confusion. For instance, were 
the ~dvertisers to solicit advice from dealers, and that ad-
vice not followed, bad relations with the individual dealers 
might result. Also, the variety of answers to specific ques-
tions all based on a dealerts particular preferences would 
undoubtedly lead to chaos. 
General Foods Corporation, who have done consider-
able research on this subject, circumvent the aforementioned 
problem and eliminate much of the guesswork about what types 
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of display material to provide. The General Foods salesmen 
now periodically mark up IBM cards based on their experience 
and knowledge of the store~ and the types of P.O.P. material 
currently being used. During the preparation of these cards~ 
no reference is made to the dealer. The cards are then mailed 
back to the home office for tabulating. Reports show how much 
to send of each type of material and where to send it. They 
guide the company in placing orders with its printers. This 
system was inaugurated in 1949, and with minor refinements is 
still in effect. In the opinion of the company, this system 
has proven extremely valuable in planning the million-dollar 
P.O.P. annual expenditures.* 
A more difficult problem lies in the drug and 
toiletry field. Salesmen do not call on dealers as frequent-
ly as those representing the food manufacturers, and the dis-
play material must be often distributed by other means. Some 
firms issue regularly to dealers sales promotion bulletins in 
which they describe the display material o.f.fered for each par-
ticular promotion. An enclosed return postcard asks the deal-
er to send back his request. The number of requests thus 
serves as a guide as to how many displays and the kinds Which 
are requir·ed. If no request is received~ no material is sent 
for that particular promotion. This method is popular with 
many dealers as it prevents their being flooded with unwanted 
'* 16, PP• 90-93. 
P.o.P. material for which they have no room. The Bristol-
Myers Company has been pointed out as a champion of tbis 
method. 
In certain instances, display material can be 
featured in trade advertising publications with a request 
offer. By the number of requests received, advertisers can 
closely determine the required quantity of a particular dis-
play piece. Some firms publish yearly or semi-annual cata-
logues depicting the proposed pieces, and are therefore able 
to project their requirements on a longer-range basis with re-
sultant savings in production. This method, however, has the 
disadvantages inherent in most long-range promotions. 
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In a more scientific vein, the Association of Nation-
al Advertisers bas published* a method of testing displays 
suggested for impulse items, brands subject to no strong 
preference habits, and products which have a bigh frequency 
of purchase. This technique recommends the testing of two 
different displays in the same location in a pair of stores 
in comparable neighborhoods, similar in size and all other 
characteristics. Each display is given equal prominence for 
a period of 6-12 weeks. Sales are compared daily and weekly. 
Since the method pre-supposes all factors in both stores to 
be the same, differences in pulling power may be attributed 
?'I" 22, PP• 75-9. 
to the relative effectiveness of the display pieces. The 
disadvantages and possible misleading results of this method 
are apparent, but it is recommended for its economy. Hand-
made dummies may be used for the test displays, thereby sav-
ing the cost of manufacture, since only the more effective 
piece will be produced in quantity. 
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In a recent survey~~ of 154 members of a particular 
display group who participated, composed of companies in the 
alcoholic beverage, automobile, drugs, electrical appliance, 
food, and apparel fields, it is worthy of note that 87% of 
this group notify their dealers of the availability of non-
mechanical displays prior to shipping same. All of the com-
panies replying to the survey give prior notice before sending 
mechanical displays to their retail outlets. The proportion 
between the two types of displays is not surprising, for the 
mechanical displays are costly~ consisting of motion or 
flasher units. However, the high percentage of notification 
is surprising, and apparently would not hold for all users of 
P.o.P. advertising. 
Large chain and variety store operators have made 
substantail contributions to the more effective use of P.O.P. 
Practically all large chains today, particularly in the drug 
field, operate display programs on a fixed schedule. The head 
office determines what types of display material can be used, 
* 32, p. 18. 
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where, and when. They tell the manufacturers what they will 
accept and guarantee that it will be used in windows or on 
counters for a specified length of time.# 
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Many advertisers are making a concerted effort to 
provide the retailer with just the right type and quantity of 
P.O.P. dealer helps to satisfy his particular needs. As far 
back as 1922, the major dealer complaints in regards to P.O.P. 
material were these:* 
1. P.O.P. material not distinctive enough. 
2. Too complicated. 
3. Does not enhance store prestige. 
4. Too large for available space. 
5. Not the right selling season. 
6. Too small for the purpose. 
7. Not enough profit in probable business to justify the 
amount of space consumed. 
The foregoing complaints still include some of those 
now current. Some have to a great extent been overcome. It 
has been a long haul, and many glaring errors have been made 
and corrected. Some, because of the complexity of the field, 
can never be entirely eliminated for tbe complete satisfaction 
of all. But, led by some outstanding research on the part of 
several national and sectional advertisers, great strides toward 
setting standards and principl·es for P.O.P. have been made. 
#See section on 11 0rganization of P.O.P. Field--Space Contractors.u 
* 3, p. 41. 
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B. Post-testing :for Effectiveness 
In addition to pre-testing their P.O.P. material 
for acceptance, many advertisers check the results of their 
effectiveness in actual use. This information they use to 
guide themselves in subsequent P.O.P. campaigns. If the dis-
play proved particularly successfu~, the results are often 
published by the advertiser to indicate his shrewd merchan-
dising ability. This published material is eagerly gobbled 
up by P.o.P.a.I. and other P.O.P. adherents for further use 
in promoting the cause of P.O.P. advertising. Unfortunately, 
little information is available on the dealer-helps which 
failed or proved relatively unsuccessful and the reasons there-
for. Few advertisers have the courage or the inclination to 
publicly admit they have erred. We must therefore take the 
findings with a reasonable degree of skeptici·sm, as they are 
representative of only the more successful pieces. 
Under normal conditions, good P.O.P. display material 
will increase the sales of any reputable product. In fact, 
sales increases are nearly always found in stores where dis-
plays are tested, but range from very small to large gains. 
Precautions must be taken to see that the results are not dis-
torted by special promotions other than the display item being 
tested. For example, the dealer might be pushing the test item, 
even subconsciously, to make a good showing. 
Pertinent questions to be considered when review-
ing the results of such tests might be as follows: 
1. For how long a time are the sales gains sustained? 
2. Row much gain is from old customers stock up, as 
against new customers giving the product a trial? 
3. Are the sales gains made at the expense of competi-
tive products? 
4. Was a premium offered to stimuiate the sales? 
5. Was the product pushed in other media during the 
testing period more extensively than usual? 
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Testing, is of course, relatively expensive when 
executed thoroughly enough to provide accurate results. Most 
advertisers seem satisfied with half-way measures. In answer 
to the question: 11Row do you measure results of your dealer 
display program?u, the advertisers answering reported as 
tabulated in Table IV on the following page. It can be seen 
from this table that only the 11 Survey by Outside Organizationu 
element would yield results indicative of the actual effective-
ness of the display piece. And this was used in only 7% of 
the reported cases. The other advertisers would often get 
but half-truths, and in some instances, misleading information. 
Products with a high ftr.equency of sale, and those 
of an impulse nature~ are the best test items. Those studie~ 
which have been intensively made on the subject are widely 
TABLE IV 
Methods Used in Measuring Results 
of Dealer Display Programs 
Method Percentage 
Reported by Salesmen • • • • . 32% 
Sales and Reorders of Merchandise • • . 22% 
Use of Displays • • • . 13% 
Sales of Displays • s% 
Life of Displays • • 7% 
Request for Displays .. 7% 
Survey by outside Organization . • 7% 
Complaints • • • 2% 
Spot Check • • 2% 
of Use 
SOURCE: Sales Management, March 15, 1951. Art. 
11 Put Your Punch in P.O.P. 11 pp. 76-89. 
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circulated. Among these is the now famous Rochester-Syracuse 
Survey, sponsored by P.O~P .• A.I., with the cooperation of the 
Association of National Advertisers. This shows, according 
to the findings of the survey, that the sales of eight well-
known nationally advertised products, Without any other help 
at the time from other advertising media, were increased due 
solely to effective window display. This field study was con-
ducted by Fact-Finders, Inc. of New York, an independent and 
reportedly reliable organization. The results are summarized 
in Table V on the following page. 
In another fairly comprehensive study,* four food 
products were checked in all the stores, in a typical com-
munity, using the entire town for the test. In half of the 
stores, displays were set up on the four products. The other 
half kept the product on the shelves as usual. Results: The 
stores with the items displayed showed sales increases of 35% 
on those products. Stores without displays faced a 26% loss 
in sales on the same.products. 
E:ffectiveness of P.O.P. merchandi.sing was indicated 
by experiments at Kroger 1 s St. Mathews, Kentucky store·** A 
device was installed in the store to broadcast music and spot 
announcement advertising for 26 nationally advertised products 
for a period of one month. Sales on three products increased 
* 10, PP• 36-8. 
?!-* ibid. 
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TABLE V 
Sales·Increases of Eight ~roducts 
Due Solely to Window Display 
Product Percentage Sales Increase 
Yale & Towne Hardware and Locks • 113% 
Colgate-Palmolive uLustre Cremeu Shampoo . • 98% 
Squibb Dental Cream .. • 97% 
Sherwin-Williams u Kem-T one n ' 57% • • .,
Dr. West Toothbrush • . • • 51% 
Wildroot 11Cream-oiln Hair Tonic • • 41% 
Johnson's Wax Products • • ..: • • 27% 
General Electric Lamps • • • ·• • • 20% 
SOURCE: tt:a:ow Much Do Window Displays Stimulate Sales? u 
New York, Point-of-Purchase Advertising Insti-
tute, 1949. 
550% over the previous month. One jumped 334%, four were up 
lOO%, two were up 50 to 60%, three were up 30 to 50%, and six 
increased 6.7 to 26%. One yielded no change, and three which 
had been promoted vigorously the previous month, showed a 
decrease. 
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One advertiser?!- regularly conducts sales tests to 
determine the effectiveness of displays in, at times, several 
hundred stores. Sometimes, questionnaires are mailed to re-
tailers, to get their opinions without the benefit of the 
salesmen's prompting. One such survey designed to obtain 
trade reaction to a window display brought 282 replies. Here, 
briefly summarized, are the three key questions and their 
answers: 
l. ~­
A.. 
2. ~· 
A.. 
* 41. 
For how many weeks was the window display used? 
Two weeks 23% .Five weeks 5% 
Three weeks 32% Six weeks 9% 
Four weeks 24% Seven weeks 4% 
During the promotion, what were the estimated 
sales increases? 
Under 25% 105 Stores 37 .. 2% 
25 to 50% l3l Stores 46.2% 
50 to 75% ll Stores 4.0% 
75 to lOO% 5 Stores 1.8% 
Don't Know 27 Stores 9.6% 
3. ~. What was the retailerrs opinion of the program? 
A. 11 Categories: 
Opinions Favorable 87% 
Miscellaneous 9% 
Opinions Unfavorable 4% 
The particular advertiser in this case has not 
found an economical way to test smaller display programs 
which are intended to be used for only a limited time, and 
on which the number of displays are comparatively small. 
Most of his merchandise experiences slow turnover,# which 
.requires longer testing periods. In the case of the smaller 
production runs of display material, they depend upon pre-
vious experience and dealer-salesman reactions to previously 
used display units. 
The A.C. Nielsen Company has conducted several 
marketing research projects in connection with Point-of-
Purchase display.* They have on file, case studies of prod-
ucts under conditions where the market for these was declin-
ing, relatively static, and expanding. Under all three 
conditions, the results indicate that effective P.O.P. dis-
play helped to increase the sale of the product measurably~ 
#Because most of this particular manufacturer 1 s merchandise 
can be sold only to people with specific needs due to ill-
ness, and because it is definitely not impulse merchandise, 
the sales increases reported are comparatively modest. 
?~ 28, p .. 17. 
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It can be seen from the foregoing that there is 
a definite need for the application of scientific measure-
ment principles in the determination of retailer acceptance 
prior to the production of P.O.P. display material, and con-
sumer reaction while the material is being displayed. Too 
much material is sent out on a hope and prayer basis because 
advertisers, for one reason or another, are relatively indif-
ferent to this form of advertising and unwilling to assume 
the initiative in formulating sound P.o.P. policies. True, 
some work has been done by farsigh.ted firms and organizations, 
but for the vast bulk of advertisers, P.O.P. is still a step-
child that they have long neglected. Its tremendous possi-
bilities for increasing sales for almost any product have 
been barely tapped. How much better it would be were they 
to apply some of the scientific techniques utilized in maga-
zine and radio audience evaluation to the solution of P.O.P. 
problems. 
VI. P.o.P. DISTRIBUTION 
t. Physical Distribution 
Planning and production of successful displays is 
coupled with provision for getting them into the dealers' 
bands and in use. A company 1 s distribution policies depend 
to a large extent upon the cost of distribution, that is, 
the co·st of the salesman 1 s time versus professional charges. 
' The value of the display and its intricacy also ba~e a direct 
bearing on the method used in getting the display in the hands 
of the retailer. In addition, a great deal depends on the 
importance of the outlet and the nature of the company 1 s mer-
cbaridising policies. 
Table VI taken from a survey of 150 national adver-
tisers, and conducted by P.O.P ... A.I. confirms other similar 
surveys and depicts the following pertinent facts: 
1. Most companies use several methods of distribution. 
2. Methods used most, vary by type of retail outlet. 
3. Methods used most, vary by type of display material. 
4. The company salesman or representative is the most com-
monly used metbod,-by industry as a whole, with distri-
bution through the mails second in popularity. 
5. Professional installers and shipments of material with 
the merchandise rank third and fourth in popularity, 
while jobber representatives are least used. 
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T!BLE VI 
N)VERTISER DISPLAY DISTRIBUTION METHODS BY PRINCIPLE OUTLETS 
' Met nod of Inst. Type of Display# DRu;/~R;ciRi/LI~uoR~t~c~fA~~~~L/a~;/EARnw./Misc;AvG: 
APPLI. ACCESS •. 
Window 21% 45% 33% 25% 20% 55% 21% 27% 28% 
By Company 
60% 97% 83% 63% 10% 64% 50% 33% 59% Representatives Interior 
Window 36% 34% 100% 10% 7% 25% 
By a Display 
12% 16% 58% 2o% 13% Firm Interior 
By a Jobber Window 5% 13% s% 13% 27% 7% s% 
Representative 
7% 34% 50% 25% 27% 21% 33% 21% Interior· 
-----·--·· 
Ma:iled to Store Window 52% 16% 38% 50% 9% 43% 6o% 32% 
On Request 
57% 21% 17% 75% . 70% 18% 57% Interior so% 42%. 
Included in Window 21% 5% 20% 18% 14% 13% 12% 
Shipment 
55% 5% s% 60% 18% 36% 33% 27% Interior 
WINDOW DISPLAY: - Large Cutout·s; Full Windo.w Installations SOURCE: .o.P. Adv. Institute 
INTERIOR DISPLA.Y~ -Counter & Floor Merchandisers, Wall & N.Y., 11 Fact Report No. son 
Shelf Display, Cards, & Banners. 
(J) 
-..:z 
. 
It can be seen then, that there are several standard 
methods commonly accepted for distribution of P.O.P. material. 
The material may be so constructed that it can be shipped to 
the dealer in or with the shipping containers of the advertised 
product. The manufacturer may ship separately through the 
mails in response to the dealer's request. The manufacturer 
may maintain his own crew of trained display installers whose 
schedules are carefully timed for intensive work in conjunc-
tion with sales drives, or he may utilize the crews of jobbers. 
The manufacturer may assign the installation job to his own 
sales force as a dealers' service, sometimes performed after 
hours. Or, a professional installation firm may be employed. 
Some of these offer a nation-wide coverage through their 
local affiliates. 
Each method has its advantages and limitations. All 
are widely used. According to some display producers,.Vr tbe 
majority of displays seem to be produced in expectation of a 
relatively long life. The point to be remembered is that 
practically all dealers welcome display material that is defi-
nitely designed for their needs. If it serves the dealer's 
needs, it may be accorded a permanent place or repeated use. 
Some advertisers** have found that when P.O.P. 
material is shipped separately, the display is less likely to 
?~ 31, pp. 310-ll. 
** 41. 
68. 
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CHART B 
be used promptly. Experience has demonstrated that when mer-
chandise and its display are shipped separately, the display 
may arrive first and be forgotten--or the merchandise may ar-
rive first and be partially sold before the display arrives. 
The result is that the retailer has an inadequate stock to per-
mit proper follow-through with the.pl~nned merchandising pro-
gram that ties-in with the display. 
There is no one best way of distributing display 
material which will be satisfactory to all parties concerned. 
Each advertiser must work out the method or methods which will 
suffice in the light of the :factors surrounding his particular 
ca-se. 
B. Waste at P.o.P. 
The subject of 11waste 1t in P.O.P. advertising is 
probably the most controversial in the entire field. The use 
of displays is too costly a proposition for the advertisers 
to police, and in addition, they have no control over their 
material.once it is released to the retailers. This factor of 
lack of control over P.O.P. ·advertising is uncommon in any 
other form of advertising, and is a contributory cause o:f the 
retardance of P.o.P. as a recognized medium. When a manufac-
turer places advertising in magazines, radio, outdoor, news-
papers or television,--he is guaranteed a showing. No such 
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guarantee is provided in P.o.P. except in rare instances 
when he purchases the space from P.O.P. contractors.# 
Far too often~ displays are sent out on a hope and 
a prayer basis. Because of physical limitations~ and the 
great quantity of P.o.P. material ava1lable in competing 
lines~ even displays nmailed on request" to the retail out-
lets carry little assurance of use. One leading display man* 
estimates that only 20% of the requested material is actually 
used. Another?'dr cites the example of a candy retailer who 
requested displays from six manufacturers, and then threw five 
away. Displays mailed to jobbers often have little chance of 
use, and those included in shipment may take the longest odds 
of all. 
Dealers want the urighttt kinds of display material, 
and other kinds of manufacturer co-operation. Yet, far too 
often~ they are guilty of misuse or non-use of costly P.O.P. 
materiaf, whether requested or not. Many seem to be guided 
by the principle that because it is free to them, it is value-
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less. The burden then, is divided, although most manufacturers 
would not say so in print for fear of incurring dealer wrath. 
The divergent point-of-view of retailers and adver-
ti~ers is well exemplified in their estimates as to how much 
#See section on ttorganization of P.o.P. Field--Space Contractors." 
* 15, 76-89. 
*~~· 19, pp. 34-6. 
! 
or P.o.P. material is actnally used. In answer to the ques-
tion:* nHow much or the P.O.P. material rurnished retailers 
is used?n; responding advertisers estimated that, or all- dis~ 
play material rurnished to stores, 79.2% is used. Here is a 
type-or-store breakdown of that figure or 79.2%! 
Drug • • • • '79.6% Mens Wear . 68 .CJ% 
Grocery • • 85.0% Auto Accessories 80 .. 4% 
Liquor 88.3% Hardware • 62.Cf% 
A]>pliance • 85.0% Miscellaneous • 74.0% 
The recent Association of National Advertisers sur-
vey** gave an even higher estimate. Median figures disclosed 
that 87.5% of the non~mechanical and 97a5% of the mechanical 
displays issued by those particular advertisers were believed 
to have been actually used. It was,admitted, however, that 
there was a great variance in the answers. The respondents 
relied in the main upon their own surveys and field checks, 
salesmen's reports, informed estimates, and reports of pro-
fessional installers, in giving their answers. 
Contrasted with the foregoing advertiser attitudes, 
the retailers apparently heartily disagree. Of 300 varied 
retailers surveyed last year by the 11Merchandising the Adver-
tisingtt steering committee of the Association or National Ad-
vertisers,*1Hc 67% reported using less than half of all window 
~J- 59. 
** 52, :P• 18. 
~{-** 15, p. 77. 
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display material, and 76% reported using less than half of 
all counter display material received from national adver-
tisers. These include 9% o~ all stores which use nvery little 1t 
or none at all of window material and 15% in these groups near 
zero in counter material. The others are, as you can see by 
reference to Tables VII and VIII grouped in specific percent-
age-of-use brackets. 
Thus it seems that, in contrast with P.O.P.A.I.'s 
findings that advertisers believe about so% of their material 
is used, A.N.A. found from retailers that probably as much 
as 60% is not used. 
Other s~veys among retail.ers show similar results. 
Independent and .chain grocers who do the bulk of the food 
business in Grand Rapids, for example, told Progressive Gro-
cer~- that 70% of the display material which reaches them is 
wasted. 
That there is waste in P.O.P. advertising will be 
freely admitted by all concerned. The amount of waste is the 
disputable point. Probably it lies .somewhere between the 
dealer estimates and the advertiser estimates quoted in the 
above mentioned surveys. In answer to the question:*-:l~ ttWb.en 
compared with other advertising media, do you believe that 
dealer displays are subject to more or less waste?u--52% of 
* 15, PP• 76-89. 
** 23, pp. 33-35. 
TABLE VII 
Per Cent of Window Displays Retailers Use 
Per Total App1i- Furni-
.Cent Stores Food ance Hdwe. ture Drug Dept • 
0-10Jh 43% 70% 19% 12% 29% 16% 88% 
11-20% 5 6 5 2 7 
21-30% 4 5 5 2 17 
31-40% 1 5 
41-50% 16 10 12 30 23 25 12 
51-60% 4 7 2 2 4 
61-70% 1 1 4 
71 ... 80% 8 19 20 7 
81-90% 9 1 11 25 11 25 
9~-100% 9 27 2 15 17-
Total 100% l.OO% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
SOURCE: 11Wbat Retailers Think of National Advertising and 
Mercbandising. 11 Association of National Adver-
tisers. New York. 1951. 
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T$.BLE VIII 
Per Cent of Counter Displays Retailers Use 
Per Total Appli- Furni-
Cent Stores Food ance Hdwe. ture Drug Dept. 
0-10% 48% r;o% 38% 19% 18% 30% 63% 
11-20% 6 12 5 8 
21-30% 6 4 9 14 4 
31-40% 3 3 4 3 4 
41-50% 16 5 23 27 12 10 37 
51-60% 2 4 3 4 
61-70% 2 5 4 
71-80% 6 6 16 8 20 
81-90% 5 1 4 8 4 30 
91-lOO% 6 1 15 14 10 
Total 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 
SOURCE: ttWb.at Retailers Think of National Advertising and 
Merchandising. tt A,ssociation of National A.dver-
tisers. New York. 1951. 
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the responding advertisers stated "More.n 28% stated nLessu 
and 20% thought the proportions were about the same. 
Many advertisers apparently take the factor of 
waste philosophically, contending that if only 50% of the 
P.o.P. material is used, the proportionate cost per viewer 
is still small. They feel that there is no waste in what 
gets up at Point-of-Sale because everybody who sees it is a 
prospect. Compared on a !tRead Most 11 basis with magazines, 
displays might show quite favorably. Advertisers also state 
that there i'·s some waste in all media. This is a moot point 
on the grounds that wasted magazine readership, for instance, 
and wasted P.o.P. material are dissimilar points of compari-
son. .As previously stated, the advertiser is at least guaran-
teed a showing in other media, whereas no such guarantee is 
forthcoming with P.O.P. material. 
One apologist~~ for P.O.P. feels that most inde-
pendent surveys, even if encompassing a satisfactory sample, 
and if handled competently, are confined to a single industry; 
the results therefore cannot be interpreted in general terms. 
The waste factor in a minority of industries is relatively 
high. It is unfair to P.O.P. advertising to interpret speci-
fic findings in general terms as it would be to consider the 
record of one national magazine as representative of all the 
* 33, p. 19. 
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publications in its group. 
Waste quotations, incidentally, are usually based 
on the number of QDits ordered by a manufacturer as compared 
with the number actually installed in retail stores. Thus, 
in such computations, no allowance is made for poor planning 
on the part of the manufacturer himself. Borden says * that 
ineffective expenditure at P.O.P. may arise, first, from the 
lack of immediate selling power of the display itself; second, 
from the loss of sales which a manufacturer suffers from im-
proper 'timing of P.o.P. and third, from nonuse of the material 
by retailers. 
Too often, the manufacturer in his enthusiasm to 
push his product fails to consider the viewpoint of the store. 
As a consequence, he neglects the retailer's display re-
quirements, bas a distorted view of the importance of his own 
item and is reluctant to admit that he--not the store-- is 
responsible for nonuse of the display material. 
One advertiser ** had formerly used professional 
installation, but following a survey, discontinued it. With-
out professional installation, about 50% of the window dis-
play material was not used. Assuming that the normal cost 
of such window displays was $2.00 each, and allowing for 50% 
waste, each display averaged $4.00 in cost. On the other 
* 2, p. 375. 
*~~ 40. 
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hand, while professional installation services eliminated the 
waste, the cost of installation brought the cost per unit up 
to at least $4.00. In view of. the fact that one of the pri-
mary objectives of the displays was to help obtain a minimum 
order, the advertiser reasoned that it would be better to run 
larger quantities of displays. This made more displays avail-
able to the salesmen, who could use the additional sales tools 
to land additional orders, even though the over-all number of 
units installed might not be any greater. This reasoning, as 
far as it goes, is sound. However, would it not be far better 
to endeavor to produce the type of display which would meet 
with a high degree of dealer acceptance and thus increase the 
number of units installed with the resultant decrease in 
waste. Considering the importance of quality in relation to 
quantity, many manufacturers contract for display items on 
the basis of 5,000 to 10,000 of an individual unit; figuring 
on wide coverage and large distribution. This sounds sensi-
ble, but how many units are being distributed is nowhere 
near as important as how many are actually being used. It 
might be better--and it could not be worse than the present 
method--to curtail this mass production and distribution and 
spend the same amount of money one one-third as··many units of 
a higher caliber, after a research to ascertain that they are 
going to be used. 
How can store use of display be increased? By 
closer supervision of those who install the material. By 
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wider use of installation companies. By education of sales-
men and dealers to the value of disp~ay. By elimination of 
mass mailing and by pre-testing to determine salesman and 
dealer acc~ptance. As bas been pointed out previously, many 
of the advertiser.s are doing a good job at P.O.P. Indica-
tions point to a growing recognition on the part of all to 
the necessity of a well-coordinated, well-planned dealer dis-
play program. Much room for improvement still remains, but 
the attitude towards elimination of the nemesis ttwastett on 
' the part of manufacturers as a whole is a healthy one. 
c. Charge for Displays 
Most companies feel that the cost of the bulk of 
P.o.P. material is a legitimate advertising expenditure and 
make no attempt to persuade the dealer to assume part of the 
charge. Companies in the drug and cosmetic, alcoholic bev-
erage and food industries do not, in any case, have their 
dealers pay for the ordinary types ot display material. In 
other industries·, seemingly, the retailers do in some in-
stances pay £or certain o£ the more costly displays. 
With the exception of the gas stations, none of 
the retailers interviewed by the writer were required to pay 
for their P.O.P. material, although occasionally, minimum 
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purcbase requirements were ef'f'ected in order to get some 
specific display material. The situation of' gas stations, 
is, of' course, unique, in their particular marketing set-
up. The f'ee, in their case, f'or a year's supply of' display 
material, ringing in the various seasons and special events, 
is moderate, apparently at about the actual cost level to 
the manufacturer. 
Many of' the manufacturers would probably pref'er to 
charge f'or displays if' they could get away with it, but in 
some f'ield, the competition is so keen that any attempt to 
charge would. put the particular manufacturer at a serious 
disadvantage at P.O.P. Some advertisers argue that a charge 
f'or display material would develop dealer responsibility, do 
much to guarantee a showing, and cut nwaste 11 considerably. 
They also f'eel that such money obtained could be rolled back 
into a f'und f'or creating better materials. 
Some of' the larger and more expensive display units 
are sold.at manufacturer's cost to the retailer. However, 
these units are of'ten part of' an over-all merchandising plan 
or program and the deal~r is not permitted to buy them unless 
he also buys a suf'f'icient quantity of' merchandise to enable 
him to do justice to the plan. The larger units are of'ten 
serviced and maintained by the advertiser 1 s salesmen whore-
gard each unit as their franchise in a particular store.* 
?f- 40. 
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A prime example of the foregoing is the Whitman Sampler dis-
play case of a few years back in which over 15,000 retailers 
invested $5QO.OO each. 
The matter of charging for display material is a 
complex situation with many ramifications, and each parti-
cular circumstance would have to be considered in the light 
of its own specific factors. Only a few generalizations are 
possible, viz.: 
1. The more costly the display, the more likely is the 
dealer to assume some portion of the charge. 
2. Displays for nrepeat 1t merchandise are less likely to 
be charged for than displays for items which tend to 
be "occasional" purchases. 
3. ~dvertisers will continue to exact a charge of some 
sort when conditions permit, but the more competitive 
the field, the less likely the charge. 
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VII. PRODUCTION OF P.O.P. MATERIAL 
A. Materials Used 
When the advertiser through survey or other method 
has decided upon the particular category of his dealer helps, 
be tben gives thought to materials, colors, .construction and 
the like. 
Paper, printed and mounted on paperboard, and then 
die cut, is probably the most widely used·single material in 
the manufacture of displays. * Indications are that there 
is, however, an increase in printing directly on boxboard or 
corrugated board. In addition, such lightweight materials 
as plywood, wallboard, plastics, cork, wire, tin-foil, glass, 
and aluminum are often used in the production of P.O.P. ma-
terial. If the particular piece is intended for a two-weeks 
showing, to be replaced at tbat time by another piece, the 
use of mounted paper would, in that event, be clearly indi-
cated. However, if a permanent or semi-permanent display is 
required, one or several of the other materials would be con-
sidered. 
One interesting recent development is the litho-
graphic imprinting on a sheet of plastic which"later is press-
ed into a sturdy and durable three-dimensional form. Another 
product is a replica of labeled bottles and packages made of 
.,~ 31. pp.310-ll .. 
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feather-weight but sturdy plastics for various display uses. * 
Plastics and glass~ in addition to their easy malle-
ability into novel shapes and designs~ have the added advan-
tage of transparency. Dealers interviewed seemed to think 
that the plastic display had the greatest future among the 
non-printed materi~ls. They also felt that the days of' the 
elaborate, hand-carved wooden displays were on the way out 
because of their relatively large cost. 
There are hundreds of large firms devoted exclusive-
ly to the manufacture and distribution of these non-printed 
displays. Leaders in the field being: Ivel, Stensgaard~ 
Staples Smith, Gardner Displays, and Display Guild. ?Hf- The· 
displays are loaned to retailers on pre-determined schedules, 
the only cost to him, being that of the incoming transporta-
tion. ?f-*~~ The manufacturer of course, pays for the cost of 
the display itself. 
The Cluett, Peabody Company, manufacturers of Arrow 
brand menswear are strong advocates of permanent forms of P.O.P. 
advertising material. They go so far as to offer dealers in-
dividualized 11 store planning servicen, aiding him in planning 
for the proper amount of space, proper location, proper fix-
tures, etc., to be allotted to their display material. T~ey 
* 34, pp.27-31. 
** 37, p.39. 
*-f'"* 38~ p.l3. 
sell the special units to dealers at cost, and for dealers 
who wish to make their own fixtures, Cluett, Peabody furnishes 
blueprints, photographs, and other pertinent information. * 
Manufacturers in the higher-priced goods fields will 
undoubtedly turn more and more to these permanent and semi-
permanent types of P.o.P. material. For there is little doubt 
that such display material can incorporate all the advantages 
of printed matter, plus the elements of increased durability, 
eye-appeal, and prestige-giving appearance. Their prime limi-
tation is· the relatively high cost. Certainly for many years 
to come, this field of permanent-type displays will remain, 
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not a substitute for, but an adjunct to, printed P.o.P. materi-
al in the lower-priced merchandise categories, while its use 
in the higher-priced classifications Will undoubtedly increase. 
B. Art Techniques 
As previously stated, oftentimes it is possible to 
reproduce display material in several sizes working from en-
largements and reductions of the same original art work. (See 
illustration on next page.) This artwork comes to the printer 
in several forms, ranging from elaborate oil paintings .to sim-
ple black and white line sketches. Many of the drug houses 
and beverage companies deal mainly in oils. The cigarette 
* 12, p. 13. 
A 11 jumblen basket reproduced in two sizes from the same 
piece of artwork for the New England Confectionery Co. 
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companies seem to lean toward the use of water colors for their 
display material. The destiny of most art work is to be photo-
graphed--to be tacked up in front of a copying camera and trans-
ferred to film as the first step in making printing plates. 
The photo-mechanical process consists of filtering 
out the three primary colors--red, yellow, and blue, plus 
black for upunchu and detail--on to a separate plate for each. 
Beeause of the fact that this photo-mechanical proc~ss is not 
yet, and probably never will be, 100% perfect, and also due 
to the fact that the colors in the artwork itself are not always 
sufficiently pure to separate accurately, hand correction of 
the plates is qften necessary. The extent 6f correcti6n de-
pends upon the nature of the artwork, and the desired result. 
This hand color correction is extremely skilled work and tends 
to boost the cost of reproduction considerably. 
To overcome much of the cost of hand correction, 
there has developed in recent years a method of preparing art-
work known in the trade as the Bourges Process. * A thin sheet 
of transparent acetate is colored with crayon, air brush or 
paint in the appropriate color for each color in the job. 
For example, were the subject a baby, the acetate sheet for 
the blue would contain color only where the eyes and blouse 
were to appear. The sheet for the yellow would contain color 
in the flesh tints and hair, etc. When laid one over the other, 
* 4, p.28. 
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the final result looks like a full~color sketch~ but in re~ro­
ducing photo-mechanically~ each acetate sheet is photographed 
individually~ thus facilitating the process and making much 
of the handwork on the plates unnecessary • 
.. 
With the development of the Kodachrome, a colored 
positive transparency, many advertisers have relied upon this 
relatively simple manner of produci.ng artwork. This is par-
ticularly effective when used to d,epict food products and candy. 
The Carbro print is similar in theory to the Bourges 
process described above, having a separate layer of' film for 
each color. However, this is made photographically~ not manu-
ally, and the end result is simil~r to a Kodachrome except 
that it is not transparent, but mounted on paper. 
I For simpler work, in one, two, or three colors, the 
artwork is usually furnished the printer in the form of black 
and white drawings with tissue or. acetate overlays indicating 
the color breakdown, or at other times~ with a separate black 
and white sketch for each color of the job. 
The process of' enlarging and reducing is done photo-
graphically and presents no maJor problem at all.. ~s a matter 
of' fact~ only a small percentage: of' the artwork comes to the 
printer in the f'inal reproduction size. Kodachromes are often 
too small, and paintings too lar'ge for the desired display piece. 
In the case of small detailed work, the artist will usually 
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prefer to draw this twice size andlet the printer reduce it 
photographically. In that way~ the artist saves himself' much 
laborious, close work,_and any minor errors will scarcely be 
noticed when the artwork is reduced. Conversely, when artwork 
is enlarged~ any errors will be correspondingly magnified, 
but many of' these such as sloppy lettering, etc., can be taken 
care of' by the printer if called to his attention at the out-
set. 
Artwork should never be prepared without foreknowl-
edge of' its intended use.· The sizy to which it will be reduced, 
the method of' reproduction, the pa~er to be used,. and the likes 
and dislikes of the proposed audie~ce--all these factors must 
be known to the artist if' he is to· do his work well. It be-
hooves the advertiser then,. to give as much thougttto the prep-
aration of' the artwork as to any other phase of' his campaign. 
Printers should not be expecte~ to improve upon the artwork sub-
mitted to them~ and a reasonably f'~ithf'ul reproduction of it 
is all they can guarantee. Far top of'ten, it appears, the 
advertiser secures low quality artwork at the cheapest possi-
ble price and then expects the printer to turn out an art plate 
working in two or three colors. Probably many P.O.P. p~eces 
have been doomed to failure because.the advertiser has fumbled 
the ball in this respect on the kickoff. Each phase of' a P. 
o~P· campaign is important--initial planning, art, reproduc-
tion, distribution, and follow-up. All are interdependent 
if the promotion is to be a success. 
0 • Production Methods 
In processes, P.o.P. brings to bear lithography, 
letterpress, and gravure. For shorter runs, silkscreen-
stenciling, photogelatin large-size reproductions (e.g. pro-
moting movies in theater lobbies etc.), Rabbit photographic 
color prints, and for just a few prints,--Oarbro and Printon.* 
. 
The principal process is still lithography. The 
Lithographers National Association estimates that of 3,000 
lithographers in the country, .only about 100 produce and only 
30 create P.O.P. material. But, these represent the bulk of 
the national P.O.P. business.*?*- The others are small job 
shops which print everything from postal cards to labels and 
wrappers. Lithography, (often called ttoffsetu, or nPhoto-
offsettt) is planographic printing, i.e. printing from a flat 
aluminum plate with neither raised nor depressed surfaces. 
It is based on the principle that grease (the ink) repels 
water, and water refuses to be wed with grease. When water 
and ink are simultaneously flowed over the printing plate, the 
ink adheres to only the area which is to print. Lithography 
is particularly suited to P.o.P. demands. It can turn out 
multi-colored sheets up to a size of 52 11 x 76tt at speeds of 
more than 3,000 sheets per hour. Type matter, half-tone mate-
rial, and line cuts are combined on the same aluminum plate. 
* 15, pp. 76-89. 
~k* ibid. 
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Window strips or posters~ the main display piece~ side cards--
a complete P.o.P. promotion can be all printed on the same 
sheet, thus ef'fe.cting economy in production. Qp.ality of repro-
duction is excellent and continuously being improved. 
Letterpress, the same process as is used f'or practi-
cally all newspapers, and a great many magazines, is 11relieftl 
printing. That is, the printing surface is raised to accom-
modate the ink, much the same idea as with the rubber hand 
stamps we use every day. Letterpress is also a major printing 
process for P.o.P. material. A heavier plaster of ink can be 
obtained for backgrounds, lettering, etc., than in lithography, 
and boxboard up to .036tt can be printed whereas lithography's 
practical maximum is .024 11 • However, the maximum sheet handled 
is much smaller~ and large letterpress printing plates are un-
wieldy and relatively costly. In addition~ press speeds are 
generally slower than in lithography. Many of' the counter 
cards which .feature a heavy plaster of ink, were probably 
printed by the letterpress method. You will note these in 
practically all retail outlets. 
The third major method of' printing is gravure. This 
is the exact opposite in principle to the method of letterpress 
just described above, in that gravure printing is done from a 
depressed surface. The ink is carried in wells. The width 
and depth of the wells controls the amount of ink. To a large 
extent, gravure is unadaptable to the varied needs bf P.O.P. 
CHART C 
BASIC PRINTING PROCESSES 
wooo OR METAL 
BflSE 
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~ETA.l. SASE 
RELIEF PRINTING--Letterpress 
(Side View) 
INTAGLIO PRINTING--Gravure 
(Side View) 
ME TR 1. PLRT/f" J . 
PLANOGRAPHIC PRINTING--Lithography 
(Side View) 
SOURCE: 
STENCIL PRINTING--Silk Screen 
(Top View) 
11 Printing and Promotion Handbook.u by 
D. Melcher and N. Larrick. McGraw-Hill. 
New York. 1949. 
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material and is much more suitable for label and wrapper work~ 
Most gravure presses are web fed, that is, they print on rolls 
of paper rather than individual sheets. Most of the finishing 
processes for P.o.P. material can be applied only to individ-
ual sheets. Furthermore, the original preparation costs are 
extremely high, and therefore, gravure is not feasible except 
in the longer runs. 
The method of silkscreen stenciling is becoming in-
creasingly popular for the shorter runs, particularly since 
the advent of 11Day-glo" inks. The process lends. itself to 
the reproduction of bold designs with broad, solid areas. of' 
color especially well, but intricate designs and illustrations 
are out of the question. Basically, the process consists of 
cutting a stencil to the required design and wiping the ink 
over it·. However, between the stencil and the paper is a 
thin screen of silk which filters the. ink and makes for even 
coverage. Many window and wall posters, and some of the sim-
' pler display material seen at P.O.P. have been reproduced by 
the silk screen process. 
After printing, the press sheets are further pro-
cessed according to the particular requirements of the speci-
fie P.o.P. piece. Some are varnished' or lacquered to add a 
gloss to the reproduction and to protect its surface from 
mars and scratches. This is a machine operation, and the 
sheets are fed individually through a cylinder which brushes 
on the lacquer or varnish. The sheets then continue on a 
belt through a long oven and come out the other end dry and 
glossy. 
Display pieces are 11mountedu on heavy cardboard to 
give them body and durability. In this operation, the press 
sheets pass through a large machine which simultaneously glues 
the face sheet to the cardboard and a wh~te undersheet called 
the uliner 11 to it also. The mounted sheets are then die cut 
(another machine operation) to any particular size or shape 
required. Easels are attached to the back to enable the piece 
to stand alone .. 
If the display consists of several pieces which must 
be assembled and attached to the main piece, this is accom-
plished by gluing or wire~stitching. During the die cutting 
operation, displays which fold up are creased along the fold-
ing lines to facilitate the fold. 
All, or a combination of the foregoing finishing 
operations may be applied to any particular piece, depending 
upon its complexity and individual requirements. Most of the 
large lithographers are set up to handle efficiently the nor-
mal types of finishing operations, and in addition, there are 
many trMounting and Fini shingu companies which specialize in 
this type of work. 
Completed P.o.P. material is packed, oftentimes in 
individual containers and shipped to some central warehouse 
or directly to the dealers, at the advertiser 1 s option* 
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D. A Production Case History 
For the sake of a further insight into the workings 
of a P.O.P. promotion, we shall trace from its inception,--
the planning, production and distribution of a window display 
piece. This is an actual case, based on the personal knowl-
edge of the writer. 
The advertiser is Miles Laboratories~ Inc. of Elk-
hart, Indiana, makers of Alka-Seltzer and other pharmaceutical 
products. In accordance with its usual policy of distributing 
15,000 Alka-Seltzer window display pieces every 45 days to the 
drug trade, the Advertising Manager of Miles roughed out a 
sketch of the proposed piece, indicating the necessary letter-
ing~ etc. This was sent to the art agency which does much of 
Miles' work, and the agency embarked upon the project of pre-
paring the art work. Being familiar with the requirements of 
the account, the agency submitted to the Advertising Manager 
in less than a week, a miniature color comprehensive done in 
crayon and air brush~ and complete in every detail. At this 
point, salesmen representing several lithographers were called 
in, shown the comprehensive~ and requested to submit quota-
tions for finished displays. The artwork was then returned 
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to the agency, marked for suggested corrections and revisions, 
with instructions to prepare an oil painting for the pictorial 
and a separate black and white sketch for the lettering. Wbile 
the artwork was being finished, the lithographers' quotations 
were reviewed~ and the job awarded to an Eastern firm. The 
HEADACHES 
DISCOMFORT OF COLDS 
MUSCULAR ACHES AND PAINS 
lithographer then ordered the necessary paper and mounting 
board, and scheduled the job. 
In two weeks, the artwork was finished, given a 
final check by the Advertising Manager and forwarded to the 
lithographer. The nature of the design required a special 
dark blue color in the background of the display, and hence 
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five printings were considered necessary. Color separation 
negatives were photographically made on glass, the necessary 
manual color corrections completed, half-tone positives made~ 
proof plates (one for each color) were shot and the job was 
proved. These steps took a~ additional three weeks and the 
color proofs plus the artwork were Air-expressed to the Miles 1 
Advertising Manager for comparison and criticism. Minor cor-
rections were made on the half-tone positives in accordance 
with the AdManager 1 s recommendations, and the printing plates 
were photo-composed. The job was now ready for the press. 
Whereas two displays were to be printed on each sheet, and 
Miles required 15,000 finished displays, the lithographer ran 
a total of 8,500 sheets to allow for normal spoilage in print-
ing and finishing. Because this was a five-color job, it re-
quired two press operations. First the sheets passed through 
a four-color press, printing the yellow, red, light blue, and 
black simultaneously. Including necessary makeready on the 
press, this reqUired two days. The sheets were then passed 
through a one-color· press which added the dark blue and com-
pleted the printing on this job. 
The next day, when the sheets had dried sufficient-
ly, they were sent to the Inspection Department to be screened 
for obvious defects. Following this, the sheets were sent to 
the Mounting Department for mounting, and then to the Varnish 
machine. Next, the varnished, mounted sheets were die cut to 
size and shape, each sheet yielding two displays. ~ter the 
easels (a heavy piece of cardboard which folds and locks, en-
abling the display to stand) were attached to the back of 
each display, they were packed in individual corrugated con-
tainers and shipped to drug wholesalers and jobbers through-
out the country, per shipping instructions furnished the 
lithographer by Miles. 
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To review, the artwork took about three weeks to 
prepare; and the lithographer's proofs--three weeks; the 
printing and finishing--another two weeks; and many of the 
displays were in transit to the wholesalers from one to two 
weeks. Total elapsed time since inception:--two and one-half 
monthsJ And still the displays had not yet reached tbe drug-
gist. However, they went out with tbe wholesaler's next de-
livery, along with some dummy Alka-Seltzer cartons and window 
trim furnished the wholesaler direct by the Advertising 
Manager of Miles. 
Thus, another P.O.P. piece had reached tbe dealer. 
Maybe he displayed it, maybe be did not. Such are tbe hazards 
of P.O.P. advertising. Some displays take more time, some 
less, but as in the case outline above, each represents a con-
siderable application of effort and financial expenditure on 
the part of the advertiser. If more dealers bad a better 
realization of the extent of this, it would undoubtedly do 
much to further the cause of P.O.P. advertising. 
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E. Getting the Most ~or Your Display Dollar 
P.o.P. material currently being displayed in retail 
outlets across the nation have been reproduced in a range o~ 
~rom one to eight or more colors. Most of them are probably 
four-color pieces printed in black, yellow, blue and red. Al-
though the work is done in these four inks, they can be com-
bined by what is called the ttprocess-colorn technique to re-
produce most of the browns, grays, greens, purples, oranges, 
etc. that may be in the original art work. The yellow ink 
used is a bright canary shade. The blue is rather a ~ale 
robin's egg shade, and the red is on the purple side. Theo-
retically, black is not necessary, but it gives added sharp-
ness to the final result and is often used ~or lettering. 
When six colors are used, the additional two are 
usually grey and pink. For best reproduction of humans, these 
give the desired flesh tints and shading. ~y additional 
colors are 11 specialsn and depend upon the requirements of the 
job. For instance, the advertiser's package may be a ~ale 
green or a crimson, or, as in the case history just cited, 
the background o~ the display may require a special color 
which could not be faithfully maintained with the other four 
or six colors in the job. The package or the background in 
four colors would probably be a close enough approximation of 
the exact color desired for most purposes, but some advertisers 
are sensitive about such things, and are willing to pay for the 
i mproved result. It mu st be r emembered t hat printing inks 
are not paint, and a re not hand -applied. They have their 
limitations, but are constantly being improved. 
The frugal advertiser working on a close P .O.P. 
budget can effect large economies if he has a working know-
ledge of the various printing processes, their advantages and 
limitations .# We list here a few points whi~h have proven 
of value to the more astute advertisers in planning their 
P .o. P . material. 
The illusion of an extra color can be obtained by 
de signing the art work so that some of t he lettering reverses 
white out of the background. That is, the background color 
is eliminated in cert a in area s and the white paper shows 
through, spelling out the words. Or, for a little extra 
money, a tinted or colored paper may be used. This is al-
most invariably ch eaper than printing an additional color. 
Feel fresh and briqht ~ 
Notice h ere h ow the word 11Hadacol" reverses in white out of' 
the b a ckground, giving the illusion of an extra color. 
# Refer to Section on Production Methods, Page 89 . 
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Printing on one side of the paper is always cheap-
er than printing on both sides, and o£ten, the display piece 
can be designed so that when folded, it gives the appearance 
of two-sided printing. For example, French Fold greeting 
cards were designed for just that purpose. 
Paper comes in standard sizes and weights. When-
ever possible, these should guide the advertiser in planning 
his promotion. For instance, one standard sheet size is 
35tt x 45tt. The printer needs l/2tt on all four sides of' the 
sheet for his printing and· die cutting allowances. This 
leaves an area 34 11 x 44tt for the advertiser. On one half of 
the sheet could be printed a window display in size 22 11 x 34tt, 
and on the other half--two counter displays each l2·n x 17 11 
and two window posters each 10 11 x 17 11 • A complete promotion 
on one printing. sheet, With no wasted paper. 
A large display piece can be crea~ed and folded 
one or more times for shipment in smaller containers, and 
consequent savings in postage and handling. 
Color separation of the original artwork is costly, 
as is the resultant hand correction. For the less complex 
jobs, this is n"ot necessary. The artwork shouid be designed 
to facilitate reproduction in the most economical manner. As 
discussed in a previous section, the Bourges Process is a prac-
tical application of art for the simpler types of jobs. In 
addition, the printer can of'ten work solely from black and 
white sketches and ttfakeu in the color on his positives, sim-
ilar to the treatment of' the colored comic sections of' S~day 
newspapers. 
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As previously mentioned, enlargements and reductions 
from the original artwork can be economically made to provide 
several P.o.P. display pieces·of' varting sizes. 
Many display pieces are lacquered or varnished to 
prevent the printed surface from scratches and to add a gloss 
to the subject. If only a sheen is desired, this can often 
be accomplished by running gloss inks on a good coated stock. 
The increased cost of the ink and paper represents only a 
fraction of the cost of the separate varnishing operation. Of 
course, the element of protection of the surface is now elimi-
nated, but many jobs do not require it. 
Most printers, and all of the larger ones are eco-
nomically set up and experienced at handling a customer's dis-
tribution of display material. All the advertiser need do is 
furnish a typewritten sbipping list .. The printer will address 
the labels, attach them to the containers and deliver the ma-
terial to the Post Office or common carrier as required. They 
bill the advertise~ for the transportation costs and also 
charge a nominal fee for this extra work. In the vast majority 
of' the cases, the f'ee charged is much less than what the cost 
would be were the advertiser to handle this work bimself, and 
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is usually more efficiently conducted. 
Most printers of display material, just as do most 
artists_, specialize in a limited nuniber of processes. A thor-
ough knowledge of which firms handle a particular method most 
efficiently and economically is indi.spensible to the adver-
tiser in placing his orders for display material. Practically 
all printers welcome the opportunityto quote prices_, and the 
advertiser can thus place the work with the lowest reliable 
bidder. 
Many advertisers today realize the economies which 
can be effected by designing their counter pieces to print 
directly on boxboard. (Cigarette cartons are printed on box-
board_, usually .016 11 thiclmess.) In .lithography, the maximum 
thickness which can be. printed is .024tt_, while in letterpress, 
this rises to .. 036 11 • Counter containers which serve to dis-
pense the product are particularly suited for boxboard. The 
printing can be done directly on this white cardboard, thus 
eliminating the costly mounting operation. Today, boxboard 
display containers and counter pieces are found in abundance 
in retail outlets. Their use, however_, is only feasible with 
the smaller P.O.P. pieces. 
We have included the preceding chapter on Pro-
duction of P.Q.P. Material because, as you have seen, this 
is one important phase of P.O.P. advertising, and probably 
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the least commonly understood and appreciated by the lay 
world. The consuming public, the dealers, and in many oases, 
even the advertisers, have but little technical knowledge of 
the vast amount of planning and application of skilled tech-
niques which oonoern1 the production of P.o.P. material. Color 
printing is a highly fascinating industry. The mass con-
version of artwork into finished P.o.P. pieces represents 
years of technological research. Consumers at the market 
place sometimes ar:e impressed by, sqmetimes depressed by, but 
in the majority of the oases, indifferent to the physical ap-
pearance of P.O.P. material. The dealers classify it as ac-
ceptable or not acceptable. Advertising people, except those 
directly concerned with P.o.P., ignore it. A better under-
standing of P.O.P. produotion,--methods used, and problems 
enoountered,--is desirable if P.o.P. advertising is to receive 
the recognition it deserves. 
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VIII. INTEGRATION OF P.O.P. ADVERTISING 
A. Tie-ins With Other Media 
Integration o~ P.O.P. advertising has two phases~-­
one dealing with the utying-in 11 with use o~ other media, and 
the second with greater planned integration o~ P.O.P. mate-
rial in the retail outlet. 
The National Broadcasting Company* recently asked 
500 druggists located in 25 cities in Eastern U.S.A. as to 
just what types o~ material they would like to see tied up 
with radio advertising. 
76% o~ those replying wanted pictures of radio personali-
ties as features of window and. counter displays. 
56%' wanted pictures of the product .• 
51% wanted space for the price. 
51%' wanted a place to display the merchandise itsel~. 
It is seen here that many druggists expressed more 
than one pre~erence, but the fact that three out of every 
four druggists recognized the desirability of linking the 
P.o.P. advertising to the radio advertising is relevant. A 
spokesman ~or N.B.C .. said, nWhile we have always believed 
that the goodwill inherent in a radio program should be uti-
lized to the utmost, by mentioning the program in every ~orm 
of advertising--magazines, newspapers, etc.--there is one 
* 42. 
critical point--the retail outlet--where prospects should 
have the program definitely recalled to their minds. 0 
For instance, Johnny of Philip Morris very cleYer~ 
ly ties in the radio program with the store displays when he 
says nThis is Jobnny again, returning now to the thousand of 
store windows and counters all over America--look for me--
I'll be waiting for you--come in and CALL FOR PHILIP MORRISJtt 
Magazines too, tie in at P~O.P. Mounted magazine 
page reproductions (see sample next page) of actual magazine 
advertisements, coupled with the caption, ttAs advertised in 
Lifen or ttyou saw it in Esquiren, are often found in the re-
tail outlets. Such advertising serves to give the product 
the prestige· of the magazine, to reassur~ the dealer of the 
advertiser's national backing~ and to put in a little t1plugu 
for the magazine itself. 
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Display themes of this kind should co-ordinate with 
those of other media, but not be us eO. to It sell tt other media~ 
e.g. used primarily to advertise a radio show.* A.dvertisers 
have found this method of advertisin'g at P.O.P. to prove a 
worthwhile pursuit and its use is apparently on the increase. 
They find also that when used particularly with radio or tele-
vision personalities, it incites a great deal of consumer at--
tention. This presents a great oppOrtunity to the advertiser 
* 36~ pp. 67-8. 
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G·E MAZDA LAMPS 
\ GENERAL - ELECTRIC 
FORWARD 
to Better Uqht-Better Siqht 
MARCft 
Here is a reproduction of a Saturday Evening Post advertise-
ment for the General Electric Company. This was reproduced 
from letterpress originals, converted for lithography. 
to "cash in 11 on the popularity of' a suar performer or program. 
~or instance, Lipton Tea P.o.p. material often features 
Arthur Godfrey's p'icture. Likewise, Canada Dry makes frequent 
use of the attractive Mary Hartline in tbis manner. The bene-
fits are two-fold,--calling attention to the radio or tele-
vision program, and ethical exploitation of the program's 
consumer popularity. 
B. Integration at the Retail Outlet 
The other phase of integrated P.O.P. advertising, 
that of better co-ordination of' P .. O.P. material in the re-
tial outlet is commonly practiced by most advertisers. For 
instance, a window display, coupled with an interior display 
of the same general theme has often proven highly ef'f'ective, 
providing the particular piece is co~pelling and interesting 
enough to convince the dealer of the practicality of allot-
ting display space at two points in his store to a single ad-
vertiser. As has been previously pointed out, the reproduc-
tions f'rom the same original artwork can be enlarged or re-
duced, to provide display pieces in a variety of sizes and 
for different intended store locations. 
However, in the past, many advertisers have gone 
overboard in an eff'ort to get a well-integrated campaign at 
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P.o.P. In addition to various display pieces and wall posters, 
they have ~looded dealers with buttons for the clerks' lapels, 
circular discs to hang from the light cords, over-wire banners, 
shel~ strips, etc. Needless to say, much of this superfluous 
material quickly has ~ound its way to the junk heap. Dealers, 
especially the self-service store operators, look with dis-
favor on extraneous material such as this. Advertisers sheuld 
not sacrifice quality for quantity in an effort to obtain a 
well-rounded P.O.P. campaign. Far better it would be to roll 
the money expended for such items as mentioned above, back 
into the production o~ one or two intelligent display pieces. 
Occasionally a special promotion will require extraordinary 
material, but this should be the exception rather than the 
rule. 
IX. MARKETING FACTORS AFFECTING P.O.P. 
A. Impulse Buying 
Probably the one single factor in consumer buying 
habits most susceptible to effective ~.O.P. display is the 
phenomena known as ttimpulse buying.tt Borden* says,· ttThe 
sale of some products, so-called ttimpulse" items, is espe-
cially subject to increase through good display. For exam-
ple~ display is particularly effective with a product such 
as candy, the mere sight of which is likely to excite the 
salivary glands, with resultant impulse to buy. Neckties, 
inexpensive jewelry~ and perfumes are other products for 
which display is advantageous. tt 
Referring to Chart D which is reproduced on the 
next page, it will be noted that effective P.O.P. display 
would tend to induce purchasing under all of the conditions 
listed. In addition, shoppers usually buy more than they in-
tend. The DuPont people*-ll- found that only 33.4% of purchases 
at super-markets were uspecifically planned.u 11 Generally 
plannedn, but not to exact items constituted 26.7%. nPlan 
changed 11 --1.5% and "Completely unplannedtt accounted for 38.4%. 
Projecting this two-thirds of not-specifically-planned buy-
ing to the 30 billion dollars~!- retail food volume, and you 
will see that about 20 billion of it seems to go to producers 
* 2, P• 375. 
** 15, pp. 76-89. 
*** ibid. 
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who nudge consumers at the retail outlets. Throw in the 75% 
of all variety store sales and the 60% of all department 
store sales that were not ttintended. 11 Add a lot of other 
things--from home and automotive products to toiletries and 
tobacco, to which 41 million families regularly yield at ap-
proximately two million retail outlets--and the combined an-
nual ttimpulsen volume may go beyonP: fifty billion dollars. 
Figures released less than a year ago* showed 
that 90% of all candy sales, 60% of all department store 
sales, and 75% of all variety store sales are unplanned by 
consumers, and therefore, largely dependent upon P.O.P. 
display. 
While the above quoted figures may seem resultant 
of gross exaggeration, there is li:ttle doubt as to the tre-
mendous importance of ttimpulse Buyingu to American market-
ing, particularly in the self-service stores. Reflecting on 
our own everyday shopping experiences, we can perhaps realize 
the validity of this statement.. P.O.P. material, especially 
of the uself-selection 1t or dispenser variety, can do much to 
increase a dealer 1 s sales by capitalizing on its inherent ad-
vantages over mere stacks of merchandise. Here is an oppor-
tunity for manufacturer-supplied material to list selling 
points not possible to include on the package itself, to dra-
matically illustrate the product in use in full color, and to 
* 35, P• 63. 
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add that little extra attention val~e that will serve to 
ttpusht1 the product to the consumer.. Dealers and advertisers, 
it would seem, are becoming increasingly aware of the impor-
tance of P.o.P. material in regard to impulse buying. 
B.. Self-Service Trend 
There are several trends current in American mar-
keting, which should, when considered collectively, do much 
to further the cause of P.O.P. advertising. These will each 
be discussed br1efly in the four sections which follow. 
Probably the most important single marketing trend, 
when considered from the angle of P.O.P. is the drift toward 
more and more self-service on the part of the consumer. In-
formative P.o.P. display has shouldered part of the job of 
explanation and selection that was previously handled by the 
cler~s. Throughout all fields of retailing, P.O.P. aids 
that tend to reduce the salary cost in stores are increasing-
ly welcome, provided they justify the amount of space con-
sumed in terms of increased sales at less overhead.* 
Self-service merchandising is increasing the de-
mand for manufacturer-supplied P.O.P. material, accordi~g 
to sales promotion managers for-manufacturers of all lines 
* 22, pp. 37-4l. 
of packaged goods--and also according to research studies 
in the food, drug~ liquor and cosmetic fields--but it is 
also starting a revolution in the acceptance and use of such 
selling aids. P.O.P. pieces that years ago were considered 
as being too ostentati.ous and undignified for retail store 
use arenow finding ready acceptance. Dealers now prefer 
floor stands~ counter and floor dispensers, and merchandisers 
of all kinds--anything that will make for easy self-selection 
on the part of the consumer. Emphasis is now on units that 
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can be used with mass displays of related packaged merchandise. 
This is especially true if the goods are seasonal and can be 
associated with stacks of related items. 
Weiss* says that all mass retailing is going robot, 
self-service, and self-selection on the part of the consumer. 
All mass retailing is premised on cutting the time per sale. 
Therefore, he concludes, all mass retailing needs the in-store 
promotion that puts in the final make-the-sale nplug .. n 
The percentage of food volume handled by super-
markets has skyrocketed from 24% in 1940 to 35.2% in 1949.** 
Figures for 1951 would probably bring the percentage close to 
40%. Even the small independent neighborhood grocer is es-
tablishing his check-out stand and pusbbaskets. 
This self~service marketing trend bas not, of 
* 11~ P• 27. 
**22, PP· 37-41. 
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course, been an overnight transition, but a cursory look 
around us would seem to indicate that it is snow-balling to 
mammoth proportions. Apparently, most American shoppers pre-
fer the independent feeling that goes with their being able 
to browse around and select a particular brand of product 
from several without the influence of a salesman hovering 
about them. 
The self-service trend is closely allied in many 
respects to impulse buying, and what was said in that sec-
tion of this thesis would also apply here. The differentia-
ting features are, of course, obvious. If we go to a 
clothier to select a suit 11from the plain pipe rackstt--that 
is self~service. But, if we also walk out with a new neck-
tie and a pair of socks,--that is either impulse buying or 
shoplifting. 
As p~eviously stated, informative P.o.P. display 
material has shouldered part of the job of explanation and 
_selection that was previously handled by clerks. As long 
as the self-service trend continues to grow, so too will the 
dealerts need for P.o.P. advertising material. 
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C. Diversification Trend 
Less well-established as the self-service trend, 
but nevertheless important in its possible effect on the use 
of P.o.P. material is the trend toward diversification of 
products by the giant retailers. The grocery super-markets 
are adding hard-good lines, and the department stores are ad-
ding grocery departments. As a matter of fact, according to 
a nationwide study by Progressive Grocer magazine,* 85% of the 
nationts leading super-markets now sell health and beauty aids 
as compared with 37% ten years ago. The concensus of leading 
food store operators is that drugs and toiletries are the most 
.important new lines since grocery stores added fresh meat and 
produce. 
The consumer now knows that she can buy everything 
she wants in one store, or one group of stores. She knows 
that she will be reminded of all her needs simply by walking 
past the merchandise displays and P.O.P. reminders in these 
stores. She can go to the market with only a general shop~ 
ping list, if any, and buy solely on impulse. That split 
second in which she passes or does not pass the in-store dis-
play can be the payoff for all the advertising investment that 
leads up to it. 
The diversification of products in the average 
* 27, p. 50. 
retail outlet today is much greater than ever before. Re-
tail clerks do not have the time to learn all about any one 
brand of products. In the self-seryice outlets, there is no 
incentive to learn. To an ever-increasing extent, displays 
will supplement packages and exposed merchandise in pointing 
out product features, uses, and associations. * 
The general store is coming back, but without the 
pot-bellied stove and cracker barrel. This bodes well for 
P.o.P. display material. Selling aids which will help to 
identify an important merchandise section of the retail out-
let will find ready acceptance from the dealers. 
D. Brand Consciousness Trend 
Another trend in retailing which will probably have 
a marked effect on P.O.P. activity in the foreseeable future 
is the tendency of retailers to concentrate on fewer brands 
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to reduce overhead handling. Inasmuch as profit to a re-
tailer is not only the margin on individual items, but also 
the rapidity with which he gets that markup, retailers today 
are more than ever conscious of brands that give them good 
advertising support in all media, including P.o.P. This P.O.P. 
material, the retailer can see right before his eyes, and he 
* 21, p. 24. 
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is constantly reminded thereof of the manufacturer's advertis-
ing effort. 
The retailers apparently want to eliminate the noff-
brandstt in each merchandise category from their stock. This 
calls for more P.O.P. advertising designed from the retailer's 
point-of-view, more national tie-ins, more permanent and semi-
permanent display fixtures to feature a full line of the indi-
vidual manufacturer on a continuous basis.* 
Table IX, on the following page, shows a study 
(greatly condensed) of the degree of brand-consciousness 
evident in the purchases of·selected grocery products, using 
a sample of 600 families in Knoxville, Tennessee. The con-
ciusions to be drawn from this seem to indicate a high-degree 
of brand-consciousness among nationally advertised products. 
There is no way, of course, of determining the contribution 
of P.O.P. advertising to this study, but undoubtedly, its 
continued use, particularly on tie-ins with other media, is 
necessary. This study shows, and it is generally agreed that 
people do not, for the most part, choose brands haphazardly. 
Effective P.o.P. material can do much to maintain allegiance 
to a particular brand. 
t * 22, pp. 37-41. 
TABLE .IX 
Degree of Brand Consciousness Evident in Purchase 
Product 
Flour 
Coffee 
Soap 
Canned 
Bread 
Butter 
Frozen 
Frozen 
of Selected Grocery Products (Condensed) 
Milk 
Always Ask for 
Particular Brand 
97.0% 
93.0 
87.6 
82.0 
79.4 
66.2 
Vegetables 48.8 
Fish 15.9 
Occasionally 
2.4% 
5.7 
9t.8 
7.7 
10.6 
12.8 
16.1 
10.6 
Never 
0.6% 
1.3 
2.6 
10.3 
10.0 
21.0 
35.1 
73.5 
SOURCE: Printers 1 Ink, November 26, 1948. 11The Box Score--
An Occasional Department with Data of Interest to 
AdMen. 1 ~ P .. 87. 
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E. Selective Selling Trend 
One final marketing trend that deserves mention, 
although probably less important than the other three, is the 
manufacturers' tendency toward &elective selling. Increased 
selling costs have forced many companies in the last few years 
to re-examine their distributive setup in terms of profitable 
and unprofitable accounts. Many studies* have shown that a 
large percentage of retail accounts on the books did not pro-
duce a sales volume sufficient to cover the fixed cost of con-
tact. The result has been a shift by many large organizations 
to more selective distribution of their products, concentra-
ting on the most profitable retail outlets. Selective distri-
bution, and selective advertising support go hand in hand, with 
a greater investment by advertisers in P.O.P. material for 
their prize accounts. The advertisers in this group are shift-
ing their interests from indiscriminate distribution of inex-
pensive material to more limited placement of more expensive 
P.o.P. items carefully integrated into complete programs 
tailor-made for the big volume outlets. 
The preceding mentioned marketing factors in our 
present day economy has had, and probably will continue to 
have, a profound favorable influence on P.O.P. advertising. 
The recognition of one or more of them would indicate a larger 
share of the manufacturer's advertising budget alloted to P.O.P. 
* 22, pp. 37-41. 
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X. ORGANIZATION OF P.O.P. FIELD 
A. Point of Purchase Advertising Institute 
The development of point-of-purchase advertising 
has been hampered by the fact that it bas no tripartite out~, 
fit called ABC or GOA or TAB or BMB to officially authenti-
cate the potential number of eyes and ears its users may shoot 
for. But since 1940, it has had P.o.P.A.I. (pronounced: 11 Pop-
eyett)~ and a definite movement is afoot by individual com-
panies to attempt to organize the field of P.O.P. somewhat~ 
to their own advantage~ and probably to the ultimate advan-
tage of P.o.P. 
The Point of Purchase Advertising Institute, with 
headquarters in New York City is a non-profit organization, 
the purpose of which is to sponsor research and to evaluate 
P.O.P. advertising as an advertising and merchandising medium. 
The institute is supported solely by the dues and contributions 
of its members--among which are many of the leading lithogra-
phers and finishers in the country, plus other organizations 
closely allied witA the production and distribution of dis-
plays and display material. 
Regular membership in the institute is by invita-
tion of the Board of Directors, and is open to any firm in 
good repute which is engaged in the design, reproduction7 man-
ufacture or distribution of P.O.P. displays. Associate 
Membership_, carrying all the privileges of regular membership, 
except voting, is open to any firm or individual interested in 
furthering the work of the institute. 
Eight national advertisers hold honorary membership 
in the institute serving on the Board of Directors, and as com-
mittee members. They are accorded full voting power, and are 
active in the formation of policies and plans. The Association 
of National Advertisers has appointed a committee of its mem-
bers to act as a steering group, to guide the institute in its 
studies and assist in its research activities.* 
The purpose of P .o.P .. A.I., in its own words,*?~ is: 
"To foster a wider knowledge of P.o.p. and to promote the wider 
and better use of advertising at the P.O.P.--as a tool of 
selling. 
t!To study its effectiveness in increasing sales--among adver-
tising, sales and management executives. To benefit both 
the producers and users of store displays by making avail-
able to both, the facts about their successful use in mov-
ing goods off the dealers 1 shelves. 
uTo warn and protect the entire industry from any unfair legis-
lation of a restrictive nature. u 
P.o.P.A.I. is a young organization, and still rel-
atively ineffectual in furthering the interests of the industry. 
* 6. 
~A- 40. 
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Their major contributions to date seem to have been the pro-
motion of the annual Point-of-Purchase Advertising Symposium 
and the dissemination of reams of literature, only part of 
which represents pertinent information. P.O.P.A.I. does not 
yet have the answers to many of the problems confronting P.o.P. 
advertising. But they are apparently sincere, and have the 
backing--of leading advertisers. In time, they will undoubtedly 
progress into an influential factor in the development and 
organization of the field of Point of Purchase advertising. 
B. Space Contractors 
Aside from P.O.P.A.I., there has been another at-
tempt to put P.o.P. advertising on a sound national footing. 
This, however, does not represent a collective or industry-
wide effort as does P.o.P.A.I. On the contrary, it is the 
work of individual competitive groups who appear to have taken 
a leaf from the success stories of the terminal, transporta-
tion, and outdoor advertising companies. 
Briefly, they seek to tie up all interior store 
space--including counters, windows, floors, shelves and walls--
on the basis of exclusive contracts entered into with retail 
outlets, and then to sell this space to display-minded adver-
tisers. Perhaps the most aggressive exponents of the militant 
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P.o.P. philosophy* herein described are: General Stores Adver-
tising Co. (New York), National Point-of'-Sale Label Service, Inc .. 
(Houston), and General Indoor Advertising Co. (Chicago).. As 
might be expected, they are concentrating their energies on the 
f'ood chains, and large super-markets where interior store space 
of'ten is centrally controlled or can be purchased in blocks. 
They sell interior store space and provide centralized mer-
chandising services in the retail outlets which they have under 
contract. 
In addition, many display service organizations are 
set up throughout the country to aid retailers and manuf'ac-
turers in the handling of' window display. Several of' these 
serve the tobacco industry, while others specialize in the 
drug, liquor, and other f'ields. Such organizations are very 
usef'ul in getting manuf'acturer-supplied material in the win-
dows of' independent stores and can guarantee installations 
of' specified duration. 
An interesting example*;e- is the Drug and Liquor 
Merchandising Services, Inc. which serves the metropolitan 
New York area, and certain sections of' New England. Started 
about l5 years ago in the drug f'ield exclusively, the same 
organization branched out during the last three years with a 
liquor promotion service as well. The drug service came into 
being, f'ollowing passage of' the Fair-Trade Law, giving all 
* 19, PP• 34-6. 
~Hr 29, pp. 75-9 • 
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druggists an opportunity to make profits on fair-traded mer-
chandise. It is supported co-operatively by the druggist 
and the manufacturer, the druggist paying the larger share 
of the costs. Druggist users must turn over under contract 
their best window for the plan. Manufacturer subscribers 
are assured, for the fee they pay per window, a 4-week dis-
play along with a limited number of other nationally adver-
tised fair-traded items. All the manufacturer does is supply 
display cards and dummy packages. By subscribing to such a 
service, he is assured of a display of his featured item for 
four weeks duration in some 1,500 drug stores. In addition, 
he is given a counter display--either a special counter mer-
chandiser supplied through the service or one of his own 
pieces. He is given additional advertising support through 
circulars, shopping bags, and other printed material. The 
Servicets own display men install the displays. Checkers 
watch the stores periodically to see that the displays are 
carried out as planned. !mong the users of the Service are 
American Safety Razor Corp., Bristol-Myers, Gillette Safety 
Razor Corp., dObnson and dObnson, Lamont Corliss Co., Mennen, 
Pepsodent, Vicks, Wildroot, d.B. Williams, Co., and others. 
A similar service is operated by the same company 
for liquor dealers and a group of distillers. Here multiple-
brand displays are set up with dummy bottles of liquor. The 
aim is an 800 store coverage. In New York State, all display 
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pieces are supplied through the service, as no manufacturer~ 
supplied branded material may be used for promotion in New 
York State ]packaged li·quor store windows .. 
These movements are promising new factors in P.O.P. 
advertising, but the inevit~ble logic of their position poses 
problems which these groups have yet to solve if they are to 
succeed. As they ex]land their networks, they must prove they 
can operate at a profit. It remains to be seen, moreover, 
whether their operations will successfully meet all require-
ments of the Robinson-Patman Act. Also, they must be prepared 
to show that the retail sales rt]>unchn they claim to be able to 
deliver is not only demonstrable and measurable, but that it 
is commensurate with the cost of the services Which they render. 
But, they are apparently on the right track, and it 
is gmall wonder that the advertiser and his agency are watch-
ing with interest, although with understandable skepticism, 
the rise of these media agencies in the retail field. 
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XI. ADVERTISING AGENCY ATTITUDES TOWARD P. 0. P. 
- Because of its profound influence on all forms of 
advertising, no discussion of media should overlook mention 
of the advertising agency. In the J?ast, some agencies have 
been reluctant to recommend to their clients expenditures in 
P.o.P. advertising, principally because there is no space cost 
involved, and therefore, they did not receive their usual 15% 
commission. Many agencies had ex~anded their non-chargeable 
services to a point where any exploration of P.O.P. would be 
impractical from their standpoint. They considered P.O.P. as 
a field of advertising beyond their scope of economical opera-
tion. For these reasons, they left its use to the advertise~ 1 s 
own organization, and he apparently did not really know much 
about the medium, and it~ proper place as a link in the sel-
ling chain. Many large manufacturers placed their entire ad-
vertising promotions in the hands of their agency, and because 
of this, P.O.P. was more often than,not, ignored entirely. 
More recently, however, the more farsighted agen-
cies have apparently come to recognize the sales importance 
of P.o.P. displays that tie-in with the same theme and the 
same selling points found in wublication, radio, and tele-
vision advertising. They are beginning to realize that this 
advertising medium of P.o.P. which effectively boosts sales 
when handled properly, is important to the advertiser, and 
consequently to themselves as well. 
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XII. SUMMARY 
With all its basicness and vitality, there are ap-
parently many men in advertiserst £ront o££ices who still re-
gard P.O.P. as an orphan or an incidental. Instead of being 
the goal of all other corporate promotional efforts--and being 
planned as the goal--consumer purchase is grafted on the rest, 
or it is not included at all. P.o.P. is championed chiefly 
by.the general and regional sales managers. From their own 
£irst-hand experience and £rom their men out in the field, 
they understand what effective P.o.P. material can do to win 
the £ar-flung battle for business. As these men advance to 
management positions in their own companies, they will carry 
with them a better understanding of the value of Point-of-
Purchase advertising than now exists at the top level. 
This thesis has been an attempt to evaluate the 
£ield of Point-of-Purchase advertising. It is indeed dyna-
mic, complex, and controversial. P.O.P. has many ills. Yet, 
it has many favorable aspects. Much has been written, many 
studies have been made, but even today, we know £ar too little 
about it• We can speak only in generalities, for what would 
be sound practice for one advertiser, one product, one type 
of retailing, would probably not hold true for another. But 
P.o.P. is the sleeping giant awakening. It is now an impor~ 
tant phase of advertising, and present indications point to 
the indisputable fact that it is becoming more so. 
A. Conclusions 
1. P4o.P. bas made rapid strides since the turn of the cen-
tury, and is rapidly becoming recognized as a separate 
advertising medium. 
2. Most advertisers still allot far too small an advertising 
appropriation to P.O.P. to do an effective selling job. 
This can be traced to their lack of understanding as to 
the value of the medium, and knowledge on how much and 
what kinds of material to supply. 
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3. Contrary to prevalent opinion, chain store organizations 
will gladly accept manufacturer-supplied P.O.P. material, 
but it must meet certain standards which they rigidly 
impose. 
4. P.o.P. has many uses and can serve many purposes, but 
often, advertisers endeavor to cram too much into a 
single piece, thus rendering it ineffective. 
5. There are several factors which have impeded the progress 
of P •. o.P. Chief among these is the agencies 1 reluctance 
to become involved with P.O.P. expenditures, and the 
fact that the advertiser can exercise but little control 
over his P.O.P. material. 
6. An attempt to organize the P.O.P. field similar to the 
control exercised by the transit-advertising and out-
door companies will bear watching, and could have a 
profound effect on the future of P.o.P. advertising. 
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7. Several trends in American marketing procedures point to 
an enhancement of P.O.P. 1 s position in the advertiser's 
scheme of things. Principal among these is the trend 
toward self-service shopping. 
8. Advertisers are at last becoming. cognizant of the value of 
pre-testing the retailers for acceptance of a given dis-
play piece. They also are coming to realize that much 
can be learned by testing a piece for its effectiveness 
once it is 11 upu in a retail store. 
9. The factor of 11wasten is probably over-emphasized in regard 
to P.o.P. advertising, but much can still be done to cur-
tail non-use of material. 
10. Impulse buying is particularly susceptible to good P.O.P. 
display. 
11. Advertising of related products at P.o.P. is proving to 
be a real sales booster and is rapidly gaining favor 
with retailers. 
B. Recommendations: 
1. Tbat the advertisers re-examine their distributive systems 
to avoid the indiscriminate udumpingn of unwanted P.O.P. 
material on dealers; and that the dealers co-operate in 
this regard by ordering only wbat they need and will use. 
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2. That the advertisers more often pre-check the acceptance 
of their proposed P.O.P. material with the dealers~ who, 
after all, are in closer contact with the consumer for 
whom all P.o.P. material is eventually designed. 
3. That the advertising agencies discover a means of making 
P.O.P. advertising compatible to their own interests 
so that they can give P.o.P. their wholehearted support 
and co~operation. 
4. That more research into this complex field of P.O.P. be 
undertaken by all parties concerned to more strictly 
define the requirements and restrictions of P.O.P. in 
the various retail outlets. 
5. That the advertisers consider more frequent use of the 
altruistic and related-item P,.O.P. display materials. 
6. That some dealers attempt to avoid the atmosphere of com-
plete confusion in their stores by exercising some dis-
cretion as to the quantities and types of P.O.P. mate-
rial which they display. 
7. That the advocates of P.o.P. advertising overcome their 
reluctance to admit its failings, and that the opponents 
of P.O.P. endeavor to recognize its advantages for the 
ultimate benefit of all. 
PROCEDURE EMPLOYED IN FIELD WORK 
In pursuing this project, the writer attempted to 
get a three-pronged approach by seeking out the views of: 
(l) The Advertiser; (2) The Dealer; and (3) The Shopper. 
By necessity, contact with the advertisers them-
selves was limited, for the most part, to material gleaned 
from various pub'lications, most of which are listed in the 
Bibliography. 
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To obtain the viewpoints .of the dealers, the writer 
attempted to get a reasonable cross-section by interviewing in 
an informal manner, some 20 retailers prone to feature P.O.P. 
material. These were intentionally scattered among the fol~ 
lowing fields and locales: Stores: Drug (Chain and Independent), 
Hardware, Appliance, Food (Chain and Independent), Liquor, Gas 
Stations, and Confectioneries.. Locales: Beverly, Salem, Swamp-
Scott, Marblehead, and Lynn. 
These towns comprise a major portion of the so-called 
North Shore section of Massachusetts, and as such should have 
most of the characteristics of any national shopping area. 
Beverly and Salem are semi-industrial. Marblehead and Swamp-
scott are almost exclusively residential, (and incidentally 
resort towns i~1luenced by the influx of vacationists from all 
parts of the nation). And Lynn, is primarily an industrial 
city. Only lack of time and proper facilities were factors in 
limiting a more complete coverage. 
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The writer's attempt to gain the point-of-view of 
the consumer in regard to P.O.P. advertising proved rather 
unsatisfactory. The majority of the answers received in talk-
ing with some 15 shoppers ~elected at random in the above 
listed locales were of an indifferent nature. Apparently~ the 
consumer has but little feeling toward P.O.P. advertising~ 
either in a positive or negative vein. They appear to pay 
very little attention to the advertising displays as such, 
but are concentrating on the product it represents. This is, 
of course as it should be. Only the more outstanding three-
dimensional or animated displays seemed to impress them. It 
is apparent that the consumer does not realize that he is be-
ing influenced by P .. O.P. display to any great extent.. They 
had very little to offer in the way of constructive criticism, 
but a tally of their purchases indicated that P.O.P. display 
material was unobtrusively performing its function adequately. 
THE END 
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